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Summary 
Globally, there are 2.5 billion people who do not have access to improved sanitation. One third of 

these people are living in India. Bad sanitation is both undignified and causes the spread of diseases 

like diarrhoea. It is a large challenge to handle the problematic situation with sanitation, especially in 

urban areas. Sustainable sanitary systems that are energy self-sufficient and do not require sewage 

system are needed. There are new techniques with this in mind that are under development. 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the possibilities to implement a sustainable sanitary system in 

slum areas of Mumbai. The chosen area and existing sanitary techniques is investigated in the 

literature study. To understand the user requirements and their living situation, a field study is 

performed in slum areas of Mumbai. Interviews are held with experts from organisations working 

with the sanitary situation in the area to get a deeper understanding about their experiences. The 

sanitary situation today is not well functioning, a new way of solving the problem is needed and it 

has to happen soon. 

Through an analysis of the empirical findings, three different sanitary situations are presented. It is 

important that each area is investigated to identify what situation there is, before building new 

sanitary facilities. To achieve a more sustainable sanitation, one system for each of the three 

situations should be developed. Requirements for each of the situations are presented and they all 

have two things in common, the toilet is shared between a determined amount of people and the 

user has the responsibility for the maintenance. 

From a cross mapping between the investigated sanitary techniques and the requirements for the 

three situations, it is clarified what techniques that are suitable in which context. No one of the 

investigated techniques is a perfect match and further development is needed. One of the sanitary 

situations is taken further through concept development. The concepts are compared against the 

requirements to identify the best concept. The best concept with modifications is visualised to 

exemplify how it may be designed. In the comparison between the requirements and concepts, gaps 

in the design and issues for further development are identified. 

The core of this master thesis is to emphasise the importance of having a holistic approach 

concerning the sanitary situation. It is important that new techniques are being developed with a 

close connection to the users and the specific environment. By investing money in more sustainable 

systems, the situation for the slum residents in Mumbai can be improved and at the same time 

contribute to a more sustainable society. 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms 
CBO Community Based Organisations 

MCBM Municipal Corporation of Brihan (Greater) Mumbai 

MHADA Maharashtra Housing and Area Development Authority 

MSDP Mumbai Sewage Disposal Project 

NGO Non-Government Organisation 

NSDF National Slum Dwellers Federation 

SA Shelter Associates 

SSP Slum Sanitation Program 

SPARC The Society for the Promotion of Area Resource Centers 

Vocabulary 
Biogas Mixture of gases released during anaerobic digestion 

Blackwater A mixture of urine, faeces and water 

Community toilet Toilet for users in a specific community and not for general public 

Crore Indian unit for ten million 

English toilet A water toilet with flush and a seat 

Excreta Urine and faeces without flushing water 

Faeces Excrement without urine or water 

Fertilizer A substance of manure or a mixture of nitrates which make soil more fertile 

Improved sanitation Facilities that ensure hygienic separation of human excreta from human 
contact (including flush or pour-flush toilet/latrine to piped sewer system, 
septic tank or pit latrine, ventilated improved pit latrine, pit latrine with slab 
or composting toilet) 

Pathogens A microorganism such as a virus or bacteria 

Squatting toilet Indian style of toilet with a hole in the floor and no flush 

 

 

The exchange rate during the field study was 1 INR = 0.12 SEK = 0.01 GBP (2013-03-01) 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a background to the project done for this master thesis. The aim and purpose 

of the project can also be viewed, together with research questions and limitations. A short 

presentation of the work process can be found in the section methodology, followed by reading 

instructions for the thesis. 

1.1 Background 
If everyone around the world practiced appropriate hygiene and had access to good, reliable 

sanitation and drinking water, 2.4 million deaths could be prevented each year. Diseases like 

HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria are often discussed in media, but one disease is killing more 

young children every year than the three mentioned diseases together. The disease is called 

diarrhoea and to prevent this disease from spreading, hygiene, sanitation and water are the three 

key factors. (Bartram & Cairncross, 2010) 

Globally, 63 per cent of the population have access to improved sanitary facilities. That means 2.5 

billion people do not have access to improved sanitation. One third of the 2.5 billion people without 

improved sanitation live in India. Shared sanitation facilities, public or accessible for some people, are 

not counted as improved sanitation, since the facilities often lack in cleanliness and accessibility. 

Globally, the amount of people using shared sanitation is increasing, and in urban areas it is often the 

only option for people to avoid open defecation. In India, the amount of people who practice open 

defecation is estimated to be 626 million. (UNICEF and the World Health Organization, 2012) 

The large need for better and more accessible sanitation around the world is clear. Open defecation 

and inadequate sanitary facilities are both a threat to the human health and the environment. To 

establish sanitation infrastructure, make it available for everyone and at the same time protect the 

environment, is a great challenge. The toilets, sewage systems and treatment plants that are 

commonly used in the developed world are not resource efficient. They require large amounts of 

energy, land and water to implement together with large investments. (Bill & Melinda Gates 

Foundation, 2013) 

In the work with solving the sanitary situation in the developing world, new innovations are needed. 

New solutions are especially needed for urban areas, where many people are storing their waste but 

sustainable solutions for handling the waste are missing. (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2013) 

The lack of proper sanitation is a large problem for everyone, but especially for women and young 

girls. The risk of urinary tract infection, chronic constipation or physiological stress increases with 

poor sanitary conditions. If no facility is available, women might need to wait until nightfall to 

defecate, and that increases the risk of rape, physical and sexual assault. (Water Supply and 

Sanitation Collaborative Council, 2006) 

In Mumbai, the financial capital of India, live 12.5 millions of people (The Registrar General & Census 

Commissioner, 2011). This makes it one of the most populated cities in the world. Around half of the 

population in Mumbai live in slum areas (Bapat & Agarwal, 2003). The largest slum district is called 

Dharavi, which is located in the middle of the urban area. Mumbai is located in the state 

Maharashtra. In Maharashtra, 78 per cent of the population have access to piped water within 

premise and 60 per cent of the population have access to sanitation (World Bank, 2012). 
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1.2 Purpose and aim 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the possibility to implement a sustainable sanitary system 

in the slum areas of Mumbai, India. The aim is to present design requirements from the potential 

users and information about their life situation. The deliverables is a cross mapping between the 

identified requirements and existing sustainable sanitary systems. A description is made of the 

different sanitary situations and how to identify each situation, together with an exemplification of a 

sustainable sanitation concept. The effect on employment in the slum areas is also concerned during 

the work. 

1.3 Research questions 
In the investigation of the possibilities to implement a sustainable sanitary system in the slum areas 

of Mumbai, the research questions at issue are: 

RQ1. How is the life situation of slum residents in Mumbai? 

RQ2. What are the slum residents’ requirements for a sanitary solution? 

RQ3. Which sustainable sanitary solution is suitable for Mumbai’s slum areas? 

RQ4. How can the employment be affected thanks to a new sanitary solution? 

1.4 Limitations 
The city Mumbai was chosen for the field study because it has a large population living in slum areas. 

Since a specific area is investigated, the result will not include conclusions to be applicable in general 

for other areas. 

The field study has been limited to women and their needs because of several reasons. Historically, 

women are behind in affecting all kind of issues in India. Women’s sanitary issues are more 

problematic compared to men’s, due to physical aspects. Another reason for focusing on women is 

that the authors of this thesis are female and not allowed in the gents’ areas in the visited facilities. 

In the literature study, a limitation was made to not study all sustainable sanitary solutions. The 

sanitary solutions were chosen due to their sustainability and selected to get a broad variation of 

different solutions. The project has a time limit of 20 weeks. 
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1.5 Methodology 
This section describes the working process on a holistic level for this project. A schematic figure for 

the process can be viewed in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 – An overview of the included parts of the project 

In the early stages of the project, relevant information in the subject was searched for and different 

sources were found. In the literature study, the situation in Mumbai’s slum areas was investigated. 

To prepare for the field study, information about the culture and working organisations in India were 

also processed. Existing solutions in India were investigated and interesting on-going projects that 

are developing new sustainable sanitary systems around the world were looked into. Five 

researchers that work with sustainable sanitary solutions were contacted to learn more about the 

challenges they are facing and to ask if they were interested in a collaboration in this project. There 

was one response and an expert interview was held before the field study. Knowledgeable people 

from three organisations working with sanitary issues were interviewed. These expert interviews 

were done in parallel with the field study. 

The field study in India was made in order to get a deeper understanding about the current situation. 

Interviews were held with potential users for a sanitary system, and observations were made of their 

current sanitary situation. The city Mumbai was the main focus in the field study, but the smaller 

towns, Shirdi and Pune were also visited. In Shirdi, a sanitary facility with biogas production was 

visited, and in Pune a representative from an interesting organisation was interviewed. A map of 

India can be viewed in Figure 2 where Mumbai can be viewed on the west coast, marked with a red 

square. Shirdi is located about 250 kilometres north-east of Mumbai and Pune is located 160 

kilometres south-east of Mumbai. All three cities are marked with a red square in Figure 3. 

Search for 
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and oral 
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Literature 
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Figure 2 – Map of India (Albatros travel) 

 

Figure 3 – Map showing the locations of Mumbai, Shirdi and Pune (Google, 2013) 

When the expert interviews and field study were done, an analysis of the empirical findings was 

conducted. All the material was processed and requirements were compiled, the need for different 

sanitary situations was identified and new requirements for each of the situations were formulated 
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through a brainstorming session. The investigated sanitary techniques were cross mapped with the 

different situations. 

In the synthesis, the last part of this thesis, one of the situations was taken further in the process. 

The possible sanitary techniques were compared and concepts were developed with regards to the 

requirements. Finally, one of the concepts was chosen and visualised to exemplify the design. 

1.6 Reading instructions 
Chapter 1 This first introductory chapter is describing the background for this thesis which leads 

to the aim and purpose. The research questions and limitations are presented 
together with methodology. 

Chapter 2 The second chapter provides the reader with information about the Indian culture and 
essential information about the country. 

Chapter 3 The third chapter is the frame of reference and here is important theory for the thesis 
compiled. 

Chapter 4 In the fourth chapter, the reader can learn about the execution of this project. All 
component parts of the project are clearly described. 

Chapter 5 The fifth chapter is a compilation of the empirical findings. 

Chapter 6 In the sixth chapter, the evaluation of the compiled data can be found. 

Chapter 7 The developed concepts for exemplifying can be seen in chapter seven. 

Chapter 8 The eighth chapter is summarising the thesis by discussing the result.  

Chapter 9 Chapter nine is presenting the conclusion together with future work. After this 
chapter, a bibliography is presenting the sources used in the thesis followed by the 
appendices. 
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2 Essential information about India 
Essential understandings about India in general can be found in this chapter. This includes topics like 

the slum areas of Mumbai, the culture, the different organisations that is working with sanitation and 

the specific sanitary situation in Mumbai. 

2.1 Slum areas of Mumbai 
Mumbai is the capital of the state Maharashtra and has a population of over twelve million people. 

More than half of the population in Mumbai is living in slum areas. These settlements are illegal and 

in the 1950s and 1960s, the government tried to stop the occupation of land, but the slum dwellers 

just rebuilt huts in the exactly same place or in a free piece of land nearby. (Burra, 2005) 

Mumbai has huge growth in population and changes in the financials during the last years. This has 

contributed to enormous challenges in basic services like residences and infrastructures, especially 

for sanitary solutions. In slum areas, almost everyone is dependent of public toilets. These are poorly 

maintained which contributes to health and environments risks for all of the population of Mumbai. 

(Blinkhorn & Sen Gupta, 2006) 

Mumbai is located on the west coast and the city is the financial capital of India and generates a big 

part of the gross domestic product of India. Despite of this, the slum areas are covering eight per 

cent of the city area, divided in about 2000 slum areas. (Blinkhorn & Sen Gupta, 2006) 

2.1.1 Land situation 

Because of the increasing rural-urban migration, limited areas for development and the high value of 

the land are the public authorities faced with a challenge; to provide their inhabitants with shelter 

and public services, especially for the poor. The slum areas have remained and grown because of 

legal and institutional limits while the demand has increased but the access is limited. It is not only 

the most poor people who lives in the slum areas, people who works in the organised private sector 

or in the government, also has their home in the slum. (Blinkhorn & Sen Gupta, 2006) 

One problem that makes it even more difficult is the ownership of the land where these slum areas 

are located. Most of the land is private, owned by the municipality or by the state government. In 

addition to the 2000 notified areas there are about 130 non-notified areas where around 500 000 

people lives. These areas are expected to be removed or displaced, therefore have these areas not 

got the same venture with basic services as the areas that are notified. Deficiencies in the policies, 

difficult land ownership, insecure land tenure and other limitations makes it hard for those service 

providers who are willing to invest in actions in this field. (Blinkhorn & Sen Gupta, 2006) 

2.2 Culture in India 
Hindi is the official language, even though English is the most used for commercial, national and 

political communications. There are many different languages spoken in India, at least 24 languages 

spoken by a million people each. There are different religions in India and the distribution can be 

found in Figure 4. India got their independence in 1947 from Great Britain. The country is divided in 

25 states and seven union territories. (Segal, 1998) 
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Figure 4 – Distribution of religions in India (Segal, 1998) 

The culture in India has underlying beliefs and norms like male supremacy, female subordination and 

age-associated status. Three or more generations may live under the same roof where age, gender 

and generational status are the determining factors in the ranking. The family is strictly hierarchical, 

patriarchal and patrilineal. They foster dependency, to suppress self-identity and reward resistive to 

change. (Segal, 1998) 

The females are supposed to be dependent of a man her whole life. It starts with her father, then her 

husband and at last her oldest son. As long as the parents are alive, their children are dependent on 

them, both emotionally and socially. The respect for elders is vital and the family controls everything 

in the family members’ life. All difficulties that may occur are traditionally handled in the family, even 

if they are professional, financial or health-related. (Segal, 1998) 

In India, males are higher valued than females, which gives a preference of a son instead of daughter. 

Women are supposed to serve as caretakers. Children are raised to contribute to the well-being of 

the family. Well behaved children bring honour to the family. Children are not allowed to be 

autonomous, they are docile and obedient. When it comes to marriage, the mates are chosen by the 

parents with no consideration to emotional factors of the child. Also the choice of career is heavily 

affected by the family. (Segal, 1998) 

2.2.1 Manual Scavenging 

The occupation with removing human excrement from dry toilets is called manual scavenging; in 

India the job is caste-based and inherited for many Dalits1. The work is often done with bare hands 

and simple tools, the majority of the workers are Dalit women. In India the Dalit scavengers are often 

exposed to discrimination because of their caste and occupation, which lead to problem in finding a 

different employment. Manual scavenging is prohibited due to the Indian law, but it is still very 

common and although no exact number exists, the estimated amount of people affected is more 

than one million. (International Dalit Solidarity Network, 2012) 

                                                           
1
 Dalits are people outside the caste system, often discriminated and forced to work with untouchability 

practices. Dalits are also called untouchables. (International Dalit Solidarity Network, 2012) 
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The Government of India was aiming to be totally free from manual scavengers by the year of 2012 

and to achieve it, the government have stated policies and initiated rehabilitation schemes. 

Unfortunately reviews of this rehabilitation programs have shown that the founding have been 

placed in an unfavourable way. Since the scavengers often lack access to water and sanitation they 

have higher risk of occupational illness and health hazards. (International Dalit Solidarity Network, 

2012) 

2.3 Organisations in India 
To get an overview of the organisations who are working to improve the sanitary situation in 

Mumbai as well as projects working to solve sanitary problems, a short presentation of important 

actors is made in this chapter. 

2.3.1 Sulabh International Social Service Organisation 

The Sulabh International Social Service Organisation, from now on referred to as Sulabh, is a non-

profit organisation and has been working against social discrimination of human scavengers. The 

organisation has successfully developed and implemented cost-efficient sanitation solutions, 

prevented environmental pollution and has been a part of a social transformation and liberation of 

scavengers. (Sulabh, 2012) 

Sulabh has during the last 30 years operated both pay-and-use and free community toilets in India. 

The maintenance and operating costs are founded by the user fees and therefore does Sulabh, unlike 

many other non-government organisations, not depend on foreign donors. Sulabh has constructed 

over one million toilets in slum areas and 4000 complexes with pay-and-use toilets for areas with 

low-income residents. (Chary, Narender, & Rao, 2003) 

Municipal corporations are very important for Sulabh in the leasing agreements for the pay-and-use 

complexes. The leasing is done in periods of 30 years and during this time the municipal corporations 

provides land, utilities, cost of construction and a service charge. The maintenance is financed by the 

user fees. An overview of the cost items can be viewed in Table 1. In case of community toilets where 

the users do not pay a fee, the maintenance is financed by a block grant to a private operator. The 

fee is one rupee for the use of toilet or bath, urinals are free. Since Sulabh is a social service the fees 

can be adjusted after situation and therefore street children, elderly and physically handicapped are 

often allowed to use the facilities for free. (Chary, Narender, & Rao, 2003) 

Table 1 – Responsibility for running pay-and-use toilets (Chary, Narender, & Rao, 2003) 

Cost items Responsibly agency 

Construction cost Municipality 

Service charge paid to Sulabh towards their implementation and 
supervision cost (20 per cent of construction value) 

Municipality 

Water and electricity recurring costs Municipality 

Maintenance, including materials (general upkeep, repairs, lightning, 
soap, staff salaries, etc.) 

Sulabh – from user fee 

In order to be successful, it is very important for Sulabh to have facilities that are easy to maintain, 

therefore Sulabh wants to be involved in the construction. By developing smart design solutions and 

using suitable materials for the toilets, Sulabh can insure that the toilets will be easy to clean and 
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maintain. In the cases where Sulabh is taking over buildings, they are being renovated to meet the 

standards required by Sulabh. (Chary, Narender, & Rao, 2003) 

2.3.2 Shelter Associates 

The non-government organisation Shelter Associates (SA) has its base in Pune, Maharashtra. The 

organisation is working with the urban poor in slum areas and has a special focus on women. The 

organisation is aiming to improve lives and living standards of the urban poor and to achieve it they 

are working in four areas. One of the areas is health, hygiene and sanitation where the organisation 

is supporting families in slum areas to construct toilets. The organisation is working in a close 

partnership with Baandhani, a group of women working to improve the settlements where they are 

living. SA has constructed community toilets in Pune together with the municipality and the 

community. (Shelter Associates) 

2.3.3 The Society for the Promotion of Area Resource Centres 

The largest non-government organisation in India is called The Society for the Promotion of Area 

Resource Centres (SPARC). The organisation works with issues connected to housing and 

infrastructure for the pavement dwellers. SPARC have a close collaboration with two organisations; 

The National Slum Dwellers Federation (NSDF) and Mahila Milan which translates to “Woman 

Together”. (SPARC) 

The term Area Resource Centres is used to describe an area where people are poor and they come 

together to share and analyse their problems, and come up with ways to change the situation. SPARC 

has its main focus on supporting efforts of community groups if they exists, and help create new 

centres if they are not. They provide resources to strengthen the community efforts and they make 

sure that the organisation has a defined space for women to participate in the process. The 

organisation is aiming to collect information about the poor and their problems, to use as a base for 

dialogue and support when making decisions about how to implement changes. (Environment and 

Urbanization, 1990) 

2.4 Sanitation in Mumbai 
The sanitary problem is the largest challenge in Mumbai’s slum areas. As can be seen in Figure 5, a 

large amount of people are depending on public toilets and some are compelled to defecate in the 

open. The wastewater system in the city is well developed but is still not enough for the big 

population of slum dwellers. They have not been able to manage the need of sanitary systems in the 

slum areas, which contributes to health and environmental risks for the population of the whole city. 

(Blinkhorn & Sen Gupta, 2006) 
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Figure 5 – Chart over access to sanitation in slum areas in Mumbai (Blinkhorn & Sen Gupta, 2006) 

2.4.1 Attempts to solve the sanitary issues in Mumbai 

During the 1970s, the slum areas began to be recognised and viewed as housing solutions. New 

policies were developed to provide the services covering the basic needs of the slum residents. 

During this time, it was also recognised that some sort of new settlements were needed when the 

slums were demolished. A program was initiated and providing the residents with water, sanitation 

and electricity. The settlements located on the land belonging to central government agencies did 

not get any of the amenities from the program because the agencies did not allow it. (Burra, 2005) 

Many attempts have been done since the 1970s and a presentation of some of these attempts can 

be viewed in Table 2 and more information will follow. 

Table 2 – Summary of when attempts of solving the sanitary issues have been done and by whom 

When Who How 

1980s World Bank Founded two programmes to provide homes for slum 
residents 

1984-1991 MCBM Constructed more than 100 pay-and-use toilet blocks 

1969-1990s Slum Improvement Wing Provided free of charge community toilets in slum areas 

1996-2005 SSP Built 300 community toilet blocks 

Late 1990s MHADA Became the most dominant provider of constructing 
toilets 

The World Bank founded two programmes in the mid-1980s. The Slum Upgrading Programme was 

providing land leases to cooperative societies of slum residences. The second programme, founded 

by the World Bank, was the Low-Income Group Shelter Programme. The aim of the programme was 

to provide affordable shelter to the low-income group, founded by profits from selling plots to the 

middle-income and upper-income group. This initiative gave 85 000 families new homes, but it is 

uncertain if all families were in the low-income group because the program was implemented 

without non-governmental organisation and community-based organisations. (Burra, 2005) 

72% 

17% 

6% 
5% 

Access to sanitation in slum areas of Mumbai 

Dependent of public toilets

Access to individual household latrines

Compelled to defecate in open areas

Use a mix of arrangements
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In 1984-1991, Municipal Corporation Brihan (Greater) Mumbai (MCBM) constructed more than 100 

toilet blocks that was so called pay-and-use toilets. The toilets were inspired by Sulabh and MCBM 

gave Sulabh contracts of the maintenance for these facilities for 30 years. The toilet blocks were 

placed in public and commercial areas with high population and they functioned well, which proved 

that pay-and-use toilets had a commercial potential. MCBM found that it could be opened for any 

organisation to invest in this kind of business on a build-operate-maintain basis. It was initially 

intended to; for every block constructed in a commercial area, one block was supposed to be 

constructed in a slum area too. This did not succeed, since the investing organisations only focused 

on the attractive locations. (Blinkhorn & Sen Gupta, 2006) 

Between 1969 and the 1990s, the MCBM had a Slum Improvement Wing that was supposed to 

provide community toilets in the slum areas. The maintenance was funded by MCBM and even 

though there were not that many toilets, the maintenance was not done properly. The reason was 

that the staff at the facilities did not feel encouraged to do the job. Since these toilet blocks only 

were located on land that belonged to MCBM, other slum areas was left without sanitary solutions. 

Until the 1990s, most of the public toilets that were constructed by the MCBM fell into disrepair 

because of poor maintenance, lack of electricity or water access etc. These toilets were free of 

charge and it was the MCBM that was responsible for the maintenance staff. (Blinkhorn & Sen Gupta, 

2006) 

The Slum Sanitation Program (SSP) was started in 1995 by the MCBM and was a part of the Mumbai 

Sewage Disposal Project (MSDP). The aim of SSP was to improve Greater Mumbai’s conditions, both 

with regards to environment and health, even for the people living in the slum areas. The result of 

the program was that about 300 community toilet blocks were submitted to community groups for 

use and maintenance. In total, there were more than 5100 toilet seats which about 400 000 people 

were benefited by. The implementation occurred between 1996 and 2005. (Blinkhorn & Sen Gupta, 

2006) 

In the late 1990s, Maharashtra Housing and Area Development Authority (MHADA) became the most 

dominant provider of constructing toilets for the slum areas in Mumbai, but also for the whole state. 

There was a new focus from the national policy and MHADA implemented housing and infrastructure 

schemes that were funded by the state and central government. By 2001, 10 000 community toilet 

blocks were constructed in Mumbai by different contractors; 

 Most of them were constructed by MHADA 

 One third was provided by MCBM 

 One fourth by communities or charitable organisations 

 About 200 blocks were built by community based organisations 

 About 200 blocks were built by Sulabh 

A lot of problems occurred and about two thirds of these toilet blocks are not properly functioning. 

The lack of access to water and electricity is one main reason why, since it affects the easiness to 

clean and also makes the opening hours limited. The problems with these sanitary solutions are a 

result from not including the users in the planning or the lack of sense of ownership. (Blinkhorn & 

Sen Gupta, 2006) 
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3 Frame of references 
This chapter includes literature that is relevant for this thesis. The methods used during the project 

are described in this section. It also contains information that is important for the field study and 

facts that are relevant for the analysis of the empirical findings. 

3.1 A generic product development process 
The product development process is a sequence of steps or activities used to conceive, design and 

commercialise a product. By using a well-defined product development process, the quality can be 

assured of the product by the planned checkpoints along the way. The defined process also helps 

with coordination, through defining the role of every participant in the process and time schedule for 

deliverables. (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008) 

 

Figure 6 – The generic product development process (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008) 

The generic process has six phases, see Figure 6, where phase zero is for planning. It often includes 

the corporate strategy and the project statement. Generated during this phase is a project 

formulation which specifies the market, together with assumptions and limits. In phase one, called 

concept development, the user needs are defined and many concepts are generated and evaluated. 

During this stage the form, function and specification are often evaluated together with economy. 

(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008) 

To identify customer needs, data about the customers and the environment where the product is 

used is required. Three ways to collect the data is by performing interviews, by having discussion 

with focus groups or by observing the product in use. (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008) 

  

Phase 0: 
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Phase 1: 
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Phase 2: 

System-Level 

Design 

Phase 3: 

Detail 
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The process of identifying needs is a process and according to Ulrich & Eppinger (2008) the process 

consists of five steps; 

"1. Gathering raw data from customers. 

2. Interpret the raw data in terms of customer needs. 

3. Organize the needs into hierarchy of primary, secondary and (if necessary) tertiary 

needs. 

4. Establish the relative importance of needs. 

5. Reflect on the results and the process.” 

(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008) - Page 55 

3.2 Interview methodology 
A semi-structured interview is prepared in advance to decide areas of interest. The interviewer may 

chose in what order to ask the questions during the interview and also add follow-up questions. This 

structure makes it possible to do a systematic analysis of the result. The person being interviewed 

may also affect the discussion. It is important that the interviewer knows what is important for the 

subject. The questions may have given answers, but it is most common with open questions within 

the affected areas. This makes it possible to get a deeper understanding. The answers may be both 

qualitative and quantitative. (Bohgard, 2008) 

The purpose of in-depth interviewing is to understand the experience of others and the meaning the 

person is making of it. The core is to have a genuine interest in the stories told by participates in the 

interviews. (Seidman, 1998) 

Contextual interviews are performed in the actual environment where the service occurs. The 

technique provides opportunity for the interviewers to observe and explore behaviour of interest. 

The interviewer uses both questions and observations to gather the required insights. The interview 

should be documented with audio recordings and photographs. This method gains the interviewer’s 

ability to remember details and the interviewees are often comfortable sharing their thoughts and 

insights in a familiar environment. The benefit with using this method, compared to traditional 

interview techniques, is that it helps the interviewer to get a more holistic understanding of the 

service. (Stickdorn & Schneider, 2011) 

3.3 Brainstorming 
Brainstorming is a method for generating ideas and solutions through a group discussion. The group 

members are encouraged to come up with as many ideas as possible. To criticise is not allowed, even 

if the idea might seem impossible to realise (Business Dictionary, 2013). During a brainstorming 

session the environment is free and open. This atmosphere encourages the participants to 

contributing and finding creative solutions. The richness of ideas often leads to better solutions to 

the discussed problems (Mind Tools, 2013). 
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3.4 Sustainable sanitation 
A sanitation system is used to provide a clean environment and to protect the human health, by 

preventing the spread of diseases. The term sustainable sanitation includes more aspects; the system 

should be economically viable, socially acceptable, technically and institutionally appropriate, and it 

should also protect the environment and the natural resources, see Figure 7. (Sustainable Sanitation 

Alliance, 2008) 

 

Figure 7 – The definition of a sustainable sanitary system (Sustainable Sanitation Alliance, 2008) 

When designing new sustainable sanitary systems, the following aspects should be considered 

according to the Sustainable Sanitation Alliance (2008); 

1. Health and hygiene 

The topic includes the risk of human exposure to pathogens from the point where the 

sanitary system is located to the point of reuse or disposal. 

2. Environmental and natural resources 

The topic includes the need for energy, water and other natural resources during the 

construction, operation and management of the system. Also potential emissions, 

recycling or re-use of natural resources and returning of organic material to the nature 

is included in the topic. 

3. Technology and operation 

This topic deals with the functionality of the whole system. Here should also issues like 

robustness and sensitivity of the system be considered, for example water shortages or 

power outs. 

4. Financial and economic issues 

The topic is referring to the user’s ability to pay for the system, including construction, 

operation and maintenance and reinvestments. External costs, like environmental 

pollution or external benefits like employment creation and improved health, are also 

included. 

5. Socio-cultural and institutional aspects 

This topic is involving the convenience, gender issues, impacts on the human dignity and 

the framework of legislations. 

Economical viable 

Socially accepted 

Technically and institutionally appropriate 

Protects the environment and natural 
resources 
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The term sustainable should be viewed more like a journey, rather than a stage to reach. Probably 

there is no totally sustainable solution, but regardless it is very important to evaluate sanitary 

systems according to all dimensions of sustainability. (Sustainable Sanitation Alliance, 2008) 

The Bellagio principals were formulated by an expert group brought together by the Environmental 

Sanitation Working Group in the year 2000. The four principals are; 

"1. Human dignity, quality of life and environmental security should be at the centre of the 

new approach, which should be responsive and accountable to the needs and demands 

in the local setting.” 

"2. In line with good governance principles, decision-making should involve participation of 

all stakeholders, especially the consumers and providers of services.” 

"3. Waste should be considered a resource, and its management should be holistic and from 

part of integrated water resources, nutrient flows and waste management processes.” 

"4. The domain in which environmental sanitation problems are resolved should be kept to 

the minimum practicable size (household, community, town, district, catchment, city) 

and wastes diluted as little as possible.” 

(Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative Council, 2000) - Page 11 

3.5 Existing sanitary solutions in India 
In India today, some sanitary facilities are built with consideration of the environment. In this 

chapter, some of these solutions which are relevant for this thesis are described. 

3.5.1 EcoSan 

EcoSan is a water free toilet that was developed during the 1990s and first tested in field in 1997. It 

was in 2000 the toilet became officially launched and has since then been installed in many places. 

The EcoSan has a system that provides a solution for the worldwide sanitary problem. The system is 

safe, non-polluting and cost effective. The EcoSan toilet does not need a sewage system, water 

connection and does not use any chemicals. The system works through a biological process to 

convert human waste into a compost-like material. It is a natural process and the out coming 

material is odourless and dehydrated. (EcoSan) 

A schematic picture of how the EcoSan system works can be viewed in Figure 8 and is described as; 

1. When the lid gets lifted, the helical screw conveyor (3) rotates. 

2. The excreta fall down in this vertical chute. 

3. Each rotation, made by lifting the lid, makes the excreta move along. 

4. After about 25 days, the excreta fall down into this reusable bag and after six months, 

the collecting bag is filled with dry waste that is odourless. 

5. To dehydrate, evaporate and deodorise the waste, a designed ventilation pipe provide 

an adequate airflow since the excreta consist of approximately 95 % moisture. 
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6. The solid material from the excreta dries in the conveyer and the moisture and urine 

gets ventilated. The solid material dries into a compost-like material and in the end 

becomes 5-10 % of its original mass. 

 

Figure 8 – How the EcoSan system works (EcoSan) 

After the material is dried, it can be used for making compost or as a source of fuel. It can also be 

disposed by municipal waste services. This toilet is designed for a family of eight people. There is also 

an Asian model where there is a seat on floor level instead of the traditional European type. 

Otherwise it works in the same way. (EcoSan) 

 

Figure 9 – Measures for the EcoSan toilet (EcoSan) 

As seen in Figure 9, the total space needed for the EcoSan solution is a pit of 2500x800 mm wide and 

up to 1200 mm deep. (EcoSan) 
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3.5.2 The two-pit solution 

One of the sanitary solutions Sulabh is building is a compost toilet with two-pit solution which only 

uses between one and a half and two litres for each flush.2 The technology has its origin in India and 

the system can be built by local materials and labour. The size of the pit is customised after the 

needed capacity and number of users. Each pit is designed to be used for about three years and 

when the first pit is full, the excreta are starting to fill up the second pit. After two years the excreta 

have been digested, it is almost dry and free from pathogens and can therefore easily be handled 

and moved for usages for agriculture purposes. The two-pit solution has varying design, one design 

of the two-pit solution can be found in Figure 10. A part of the cost for emptying the pit after the 

sludge has digested can be covered by selling the manure. (Sulabh, 2012) 

 

Figure 10 – The two-pit solution by Sulabh (Sulabh, 2012) 

The two-pit pour-flush toilet can be built everywhere unless there are very wet conditions or in 

places with high ground level. If so, the distance has to be at least 20 meters away from a well. The 

system can otherwise be built within three meters. When making the pit, the stones or bricks need to 

be placed with some space in between to let liquids to drain out. (United Nations Development 

Programme, 2013) 

3.5.3 Toilet solution producing biogas 

Sulabh is one of the first organisations to provide biogas producing sanitary systems to the public. 

They have built 200 biogas plants around India and the system is designed so no manual handling of 

human excreta is needed. The system has a digester built underground where the biogas is produced 

in an anaerobic fermentation together with methanogen bacteria. (Sulabh, 2012) 

3.6 New sanitary solutions 
This chapter provides an overview of interesting new techniques and solutions connected to 

sustainable sanitation. The solutions are in different stages of the development process; from 

experimental stage to solutions already implemented in other areas of the world. 

                                                           
2
 A normal toilet uses between 13 and 20 litres per flush. (Water for Tomorrow, 2008) 
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3.6.1 Peepoople 

Peepoople are based in Stockholm and started their work in 2005 with developing their product 

Peepoo. The product is a biodegradable plastic bag, it is designed for single-use with the user sitting, 

squatting or standing. After use, the bag can securely be closed by the user in a hygienic way because 

of the two layers in the bag, which can be viewed in Figure 11. The bag is after usage easy to store, 

handle and transport. (Peepoople) 

Every Peepoo bag contains five grams of an artificial fertilizer. When this substance gets in contact 

with the faeces and urine the breakdown of the material begins. After two to four weeks, depending 

on temperature, the pathogens in the Peepoo have been inactivated. When the human waste is 

sanitised it can be used as fertilizer, which in many developing countries today is a scarce resource. 

(Peepoople) 

 

Figure 11 – PeePoo bag (Peepoople) 

3.6.2 Loowatt 

The Loowatt toilet has a patented solution for sealing the human waste in a biodegradable film, see 

Figure 12. The waste is stored in a cartridge and the whole unit is in the size of a shoebox. The unit 

separates liquids from solids and makes it odour free. The human waste can easily be transferred 

periodically from the toilet to a digester where the biological process starts. Micro-organisms are 

consuming the waste in an oxygen-free environment and as it decompose the waste releases biogas. 

The output from the system is compost and biogas suitable for cooking and generating electricity. 

 

Figure 12 – The Loowatt sealing unit 
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The founder of Loowatt is Virginia Gardiner and at first she developed her ideas in a masters’ degree 

project and after that received founding from the InnovationRCA Incubator to start Loowatt Ltd in 

2009 (Partners in Development, 2010). A schematic picture of the system is presented in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 – How the Loowatt system would work (Loowatt Ltd, 2012) 

3.6.3 RTI International 

RTI International is involved in the Reinvent the Toilet Challenge by Bill and Melinda Gates 

foundation. RTI International are developing a sanitary solution that converts the human waste into 

three things; burnable fuel, stored energy and non-portable water. The system is using solar power 

and thermal energy together with a mechanical screw to separate the liquid out, and after that dry 

the solid waste in the process of converting it into combustion fuel. The liquid that was removed 

from the solid waste will then together with the urine, go through an electrochemical process. This 

water will after that process be disinfected and could be used for flushing or as fertilizer. The system 

is developed to not require a connection to water-, sewer- or energy system. A schematic picture can 

be viewed in Figure 14. (RTI International, 2011) 

 

Figure 14 – RTI International Toilet Design (RTI International, 2011) 
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3.6.4 Loughborough University 

The Loughborough University was one of eight universities chosen to compete in the Reinvent the 

Toilet Challenge initiated by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. The university received founding 

from the foundation to develop a prototype toilet that transforms human excreta into biological 

charcoal. A prototype of the technology can be viewed in Figure 15. To allow the decomposition of 

the excreta, high temperatures without oxygen are required and also to be located under water. The 

system can be powered from the heat produced from the biological charcoal, and the output from 

the process is water and salt from the excreta. (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2012) 

The process that converts biological material into the coal like material is called hydrothermal 

carbonisation. The system is expected to be self-sustaining and anticipated to generate more energy 

than needed for the process. The process requires temperatures between 180°C and 250°C if the 

biomass is completely under water and under autogenously pressures. The pressure is required to 

keep the water in the liquid state. (Danso-Boateng & Holdich) 

 

Figure 15 – Prototype of Loughborough University’s technique (The Gates Notes, 2013) 
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4 Execution of the project 
In this chapter, the execution of the project is described. The execution of this project is based on the 

product development process described in section 3.1. A schematic picture of how the different parts 

of this project are linked to the product development process can be found in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 – The execution of the project linked to the product development process 

 

In the beginning of this project, a search for written and oral sources was 

done. Linköping University Library was used to find written literature and 

different search engines, like Scopus, were used to find e-literature and e-

publications. Contact information for organisations working in India and 

companies or universities that work with sanitary solutions, both on 

existing and development level, were collected. 

 

 

The first expert interview was contributing to phase zero since it provided 

information that helped with the planning of the project. A Skype interview 

was held with a professor who is working in the project mentioned in 

section 3.6.4. Questions were asked to gain a better understanding of their 

technology and what challenges they are facing in the project. The 

interview was recorded and performed in Sweden. 

 

 

To prepare for the field study, studies about the culture of India, the 

history and the current situation in slum areas of Mumbai were made. The 

result of these studies can be found in chapter 2 together with information 

about organisations who work with sanitary issues in slum areas of India. 

Three different organisations were studied to get a deeper understanding 

and to prepare for the expert interviews. Interview methodology was 

studied and the theory can be found in section 3.2. To learn more about 

existing sanitary solutions, information were gathered which can be found 

in section 3.5. Interesting projects about new sanitary solutions were 

investigated and the compilation can be found in 3.6. 
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The last three expert interviews was performed in India and contributed to 

phase one. Qualitative interviews to get a deeper understanding about 

their work were held during all expert interviews. 
  

Expert interview with 

Sulabh 

An interview was held in Mumbai with a chief architect, who works for 

Sulabh that is described in section 2.3.1. The interview was recorded and 

notes were written down during the interview. In the end of the interview 

session, an agreement was made about to visit toilet facilities built by 

Sulabh. The interview questions can be viewed in Appendix A. 
  

Expert interview with 

Shelter Associates 

During the visit in Pune, an expert interview was held with an architect, 

who also is a founding member of the Shelter Associates (SA), described in 

section 2.3.2. The questions that can be found in Appendix B, were based 

on the questions asked at the last expert interview but modified to fit this 

organisation, and also according to insights made so far during the work of 

this project. The interview was documented both by writing and recording. 
  

Expert interview with 

National Slum 

Dwellers Federation 

The last expert interview was made with the president of the National Slum 

Dwellers Federation in SPARCs office in Dharavi. The organisations and 

their collaboration are described in section 2.3.3. Some of the questions 

were the same as for the previous expert interviews, but they were 

modified to fit this organisation. The interview was documented through 

recording and by taking notes and the questions can be viewed in Appendix 

C. 

 

 

The field study was a part of phase one since it contributed to collecting 

user needs and other information that is relevant for the analysis. During 

the field study, visits to three different slum areas were made and women 

were randomly chosen for an interview. A woman, Taronish Irani, was 

hired for guiding in the slums and interpreting during the interviews, since 

most of the women only spoke Hindi. She was present during all interview 

sessions in slum areas. The interviews that were held with these potential 

users were semi-structured and both qualitative and contextual. More 

information about these interview methods can be found in section 3.2. 
  

 The interviews were recorded, notes were taken and observations were 

made. There were in total 44 women who got interviewed. During the field 

study, toilet facilities were visited in both slums and commercial areas. 

These visits was only done in the women's section and documented 

through notes and photographs. 

  

First visit to Dharavi in 

Mumbai 

The first action during the field study was a visit to the slum area Dharavi. 

During this visit, interviews with seven women from different families were 

held. This visit was in an area called Rajiv Gandhi. The questions from this 

interview session can be found in Appendix D. Three different public toilets 

in the area were also visited. 
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Second visit to Dharavi 

in Mumbai 

Based on the result from the first interviews in Dharavi, together with 

insights from the expert interview that was done in between, some 

additional questions were asked during this interview session. During the 

previous interview session in Dharavi, some interviewees mentioned the 

redevelopment plan. Therefore questions about it were added to the list, 

together with questions about their health. These additional questions can 

be found in Appendix E. This session was made in areas called 

Kumbharwadi and Dharavi city and eleven women were interviewed. 
  

Visit to Sulabh 

facilities in Mumbai 

A tour accompanied by a representative from Sulabh was made to three 

public toilet blocks, built by Sulabh, in the southern part of Mumbai. During 

the visits, questions were asked about the facilities to the representative. 
  

Visit to Sulabh biogas 

facility in Shirdi 

A visit was made to the biogas facility located in Shirdi, which is built and 

managed by Sulabh. An employee was showing the facility. The employee’s 

English skills were limited, which created some difficulties during the 

interview. During the tour, two women who worked as cleaners at the 

women's section were interviewed as well. 
  

Visit to toilet facilities 

in Pune 

In Pune, two commercial toilets, one along the road and one at the bus 

station, were visited together with three community toilets in the slum 

area of Yerwada Village. The visit in Yerwada Village was made with two 

employees from the Shelter Associates (SA). Three toilets that were in a 

reasonable distance were visited. None of these were built by SA, those 

built by SA where located in slum areas far away. 
  

Visit to Banganga in 

Mumbai 

During this slum visit, interviews with 13 women were held in an area 

called Banganga, located in south Mumbai. The questions were adjusted 

according to insights from the previous steps in the field study and these 

questions can be found in Appendix F. During the visit, three toilet facilities 

were also visited. 
  

Visit to Worli fishing 

village in Mumbai 

The visit to Worli contained 13 interviews with women living in the area. 

The interview questions can be viewed in Appendix F. Four toilet facilities 

were visited in the village. 

 

 

In the analysis, the inputs from the field study and expert interviews were 

analysed. All of the collected empirical findings was broken down and 

categorised. By studying the empirical findings, issues and problems with 

the current sanitary situation were identified, together with different 

opinions from varying perspectives. From the material different sanitary 

situations were identified together with user requirements. One 

brainstorming session was held for each of the sanitary situations, see 

notes from the sessions in Appendix G.  From the brainstorming more 

requirements were documented and connected to the different situations. 

The collected empirical findings were also matched with the different 

sanitary solutions investigated during the literature study. 
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Only one of the sanitary situations was further developed during the 

synthesis of the project. The possible technical solutions were evaluated 

with regards to the chosen situation. A session with sketching ideas was 

performed, the basis for the session was one chosen sanitary technique 

and the requirements from both the users and the brainstorming session. 

From the sketches, different concepts were developed. One concept was 

further developed and some of the design solutions from the other 

concepts were adapted. To present and visualise the concept, the tools 

Dassault Systems Catia and Autodesk 3ds Max Design were used. This was 

made to exemplify how one of these solutions could be designed with 

regards to the analysis. 
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5 Empirical findings 
This chapter includes a compilation of the empirical findings of this project. The empirical findings are 

grouped in three different sections; the situation in Mumbai, empirical factors affecting on a system 

level and user requirements. Figure 17 shows which of the different collection methods that 

contributed to which group of empirical findings. 

 

Figure 17 – How collection methods are connected to each group of empirical findings 

5.1 The situation in Mumbai 
The empirical findings that concern the families’ life situation, the environment in slum areas of 

Mumbai and existing sanitary facilities can be found in this section. 

5.1.1 Family and housing 

Of 322 persons in 44 different families, 198 are adults. Of these, 138 are working. There is no family 

that do not have at least one person working. A list of different professions can be found in Table 3. 

In some families with family business, the children are helping out too. All the children that are in the 

right age go to school or college. The Indian families are often referred to as joined families, with 

many generations sharing the same house. The average is seven people living together of the 

interviewed women. The smallest family has three members and the largest has 25 members. 
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Table 3 – List over different professions of the residents in slum areas 

at a market  ironing 

at an office laundry business 

at the railway make-up artist 

at a beauty salon making Indian snack 

building slum houses making pots 

handwork making wedding decorations 

caretaker of the Banganga tank mechanical 

carpentry modelling kitchens 

civil service painter 

civil work printing engineer 

cleaning lady private driver 

computer engineer private tailor 

decoration business salesman 

electrician security guard 

finance selling saris 

fishing business selling vegetables 

at a flour mill service business 

for private companies teacher 

gardener teacher for blind 

graphic designer temporary work with sewing pillows 

construction with publication 

driver with security 

household work for others with tourism 

in a Garmin company  

All the interviewed families have access to water in some kind in some way. No one have access to 

water around-the-clock, instead they have access for four to six hours per day, but then store enough 

water to cover the daily use. In Dharavi and Banganga, they have water in the morning and in the 

Worli fishing village they have water in the evening. Some women said they have water both in the 

morning and in the evening. The water is mostly clean, but some families have to boil it for drinking. 

The cost for the water is very varying, some people pay a monthly charge and some do not pay at all. 

For those who pay, the charge per month is between 40 and 400 rupees. The lower charge is for 

those families that own their house and the higher cost is for those who are renting. 
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The answers to the question about what kind of fuel the interviewees where using can be found in 

Figure 18. As can be seen, the most common fuel is gas and that using wood is not very common. 

 

Figure 18 – Chart over the fuel used for cooking by the interviewed women 

During the interview sessions, all 44 women got a question about their dreams. Two women 

answered with two dreams so there are 46 answers to this question. The most common dream is 

success and education for their children. Almost as many answered that they wanted a big or nice 

house. The distribution of the answers can be found in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19 – The distribution of different kind of dreams among the interviewed women 
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5.1.2 Aspects regarding the environment 

According to Sulabh, there are sewage systems and water treatment plants in Mumbai, so no 

polluted water goes into the sea; therefore Sulabh thinks that the best solution is water toilets. 

Through observations by the authors, the wastewater was going straight into the sea. The 

community toilets are always connected to the sewage system in Pune, according to the 

representative from SA, but biogas and septic tanks are used too. SPARC has two systems; one that is 

connected to the sewage system and one with a septic tank. The septic tank can be used for ten 

years. There is no treatment plants connected to the facility; the waste goes straight into the city’s 

sewage system. In Dharavi, there is 70 per cent without sewage system, according to representative 

from NSDF. 

It is not possible to build biogas plants in Mumbai, because they need a lot of land, according to 

representative from Sulabh. Representative from SA explains that it is an issue to find enough space 

for toilets in the slums, people do not even have place to walk. This opinion is shared by NSDF who 

thinks that the biggest problem is to find enough space. 

In the slum area Dharavi, there are plans for redevelopment. There are new buildings being 

constructed to where the slum residents are supposed to move. Most of the interviewed women 

were positive to the plans, but there were still some concerns about if the family would be given 

enough space or if the family would be able to maintain the accommodation etc. The organisation 

Sulabh will not make any larger investments in the area because of the redevelopment plans. More 

information about the redevelopment plan can be found in Appendix H. 

5.1.3 The existing sanitary situation in slum areas 

Most of the interviewed women go to a public or community toilet, see Figure 20. Six of the 

interviewees have their own toilet inside their home. Three out of the four families who are forced to 

defecate in the open go out in the sea to do this and the fourth family go into the woods. 

 

Figure 20 – Different kind of sanitation access 
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At the toilet facilities to which the women go to, there are no other features like showers, laundry 

possibilities etc. All these facilities have squatting toilets with full-sized booths. Of the 34 women 

who go to these facilities, there were only two women who said that there was a sink and soap 

available. One woman said that there is no lock on the doors. Two women said that there is a bin 

inside the booths. Most of the toilets have no tap for water inside the booths. The women are either 

forced to bring water from home or to bring a bucket and collect water from outside the booth. Five 

women said that there were taps inside the booths, but one said that the water, that is stored in a 

tank, does not last all day and two women said that is only water in the taps in the morning. 

The walking distance to these toilet facilities differed between two and 15 minutes. Most of the 

women have about five minutes walking distance. Four out of the 30 women who go to a public 

toilet feels insecure while going there, especially at night. One woman said she felt insecure 

sometimes at night not otherwise, since she is a woman. Another woman who has her own toilet 

said that they made a toilet at home since it felt unsafe for the women to go to the toilet at night. 

The main issues of these public or community toilets are shown in Figure 21, the bars are showing 

the amount of users expressing it as an issue. Only eight women said that the facility was clean or 

well maintained. 

 

Figure 21 – Main issues at the facilities the interviewed women went to 

During the field study, 22 toilet facilities were visited and 14 of them were located in slum areas in 

Mumbai. The way the toilets were managed and how the construction was financed were very 

different. Some were built by the municipality, others by property owners, local politicians, NGOs or 

by private persons as a business. 

The cleaning is in some cases done by the person collecting the fees, and the fees are covering water 

and electric bills and the salary for the person. In other cases, the families using a facility collect 

money and arrange for someone to come and clean their toilet when needed. The users of the toilets 

that are only used by a determined amount of people seem to be more pleased with their sanitary 

situation. 
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The main issues identified through observations during visits at different slum facilities; 

 Excrement have not been flushed properly 

 Excrement on the side of the toilet 

 Rats in the toilet booth 

 Unclean toilet, booth and hall 

 No water available inside booth 

 No water available outside booth 

 No bin inside booth 

 No bin outside booth 

 No place for washing hands 

 No soap 

 No possibility to dry hands 

 Wet floor in the hall and inside booth 

 Leaking pipes 

 Bad lighting 

 Broken door 

 Broken lock 

 Lacking privacy (people can peek in the booth) 

 Lack of handicap adjustments 

 Long queues 

The toilet facilities in slum areas have varying cleanliness. In Figure 22, a facility with poor cleanliness 

and rats eating on faeces can be viewed. The facility located in Worli Fishing Village, is built by local 

politicians and the users collect money and call for someone to come and clean and repair the facility 

when needed. 
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Figure 22 – Toilet in Worli Fishing Village 

One of the visited toilet facility placed in Dharavi can be viewed in Figure 23. The facility has bins in 

each booth and user brings water from a tank, to take with them into the booth. The price for using 

the facility is 30 rupees per month and family, but the price is about to rise till 40 rupees per month 

and family. To use the facility without a monthly pass, the charge is two rupees. The facility is private 

owned and have squatting toilets, the facility do not have a sink or soap available. 
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Figure 23 – Toilet facility in Dharavi 

During the visits in slum areas, the wastewater could be seen in gutters between the houses, where 

the people were walking. This wastewater often floats straight into the sea or other watercourses. 

This can be seen in Figure 24. 

  

Figure 24 – The wastewater in slum areas 
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5.1.4 Sanitary facilities in commercial areas 

Eight of the visited toilet facilities are located in commercial areas, the condition of the facilities in 

the commercial areas are generally better, compared to the ones in slum areas. Five Sulabh facilities 

were visited in Mumbai. In Figure 25, information about the facilities’ features can be viewed. As 

shown, all of the facilities have a sink, but none of them have soap available. All of the toilets have a 

pay-and-use system and Sulabh employees are collecting fees at all facilities. 

 

Figure 25 – Sulabh facilities in Mumbai 

In Figure 26, pictures from one of the commercial toilet facilities in Mumbai can be viewed. The 

facility has a sink, but is lacking soap and bins. 
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Figure 26 – Pictures of a Sulabh facility 

In Pune, two public toilets were visited; one of them was located along a busy road in Pune, which 

can be seen in Figure 27. The women's toilet has two booths with squatting, the holes were only half 

the size as normal. There are no taps either inside or outside the booths. A sink for washing hands or 

soap are not available. On the opposite side of the building, there is an entrance to the men section. 

  

Figure 27 – Pictures of a public toilet in busy street in Pune 
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The second public toilet is located at the bus station in Pune, which can be seen in Figure 28. It is run 

by Sulabh and the fee to use the facility is five rupees. The toilet booths do not have a working water 

tap inside so the users have to bring water from the container. A sink is available outside the booths, 

but no soap or bins are available. 

  

  

Figure 28 – Pictures of public toilet at a bus station in Pune 

On the biogas facility in Shirdi, the gas goes from the three digesters through a pipeline, and can be 

directly used for cooking or heating. The gas is also used together with diesel, as power for the three 

generators on the facility. To start the generators diesel is used, and after that a mix with 40 per cent 

biogas and 60 per cent diesel is used. The generators provide the facility with energy for three to five 

hours a day, and after that electricity from an ordinary supplier is used. More information from the 

visit can be found in Appendix I. 

5.2 Empirical factors affecting on a system level 
In this section, information about different areas that concern the sanitary situation from a system 

level is compiled. 

5.2.1 Construction and maintenance 

Sulabh is constructing, operating and maintaining the toilet facilities. If not all these three things are 

brought together the toilet will not work and the users will not take responsibility because the facility 

is not owned by them. The municipal corporation is supposed to construct and maintain the toilet 

facilities, according to representative from Sulabh. 
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SA believes that construction is not the hard part; any good construction company can do that. The 

problem is the maintenance that comes after the construction. When designing community toilets, a 

lot of things have to be very carefully considered. It has to be very easy to maintain, because wear 

and tear is very high. 

In practice, SPARC and the NSDF are identifying the need and how many toilet seats that is needed. 

Other stakeholders are the municipality, the community and the Mumbai Sewage Disposal Project 

(MSDP), who issue a work order to construct the toilet. 

From the interview with a representative from SA, the answer to a question about new sustainable 

sanitary systems was; 

“I do not care what it is built of, but the simpler the better, instead of having 

complications in the name of innovation. I am very opened to a good model that 

someone has developed. If it is working we would be very willing to try it on.“ 

- A representative from SA 

In slum areas in both Mumbai and Pune, NGOs are building toilet facilities for the Community Based 

Organisations (CBOs) and often give the responsibility of maintenance and daily operations to the 

CBOs when the construction is done. In some cases, the NGOs are helping to form CBOs, like the 

work done by SPARC and NSDF. According to representative from SA, there are some problems with 

CBOs; 

 It is hard to get the community engaged, it takes time. 

 The maintenance will always be a problem after a certain point; it is a severe issue in 

most of SAs projects. 

 The people have to make their living; they do not have time for these issues. 

More information about CBOs can be found in Appendix H. 

5.2.2 Toilet facility fees and financing 

Sulabh has introduced a pass system for sanitary facilities in the slum areas and charges 20 rupees 

per family each month. Sulabh strongly believe people should pay to visit the toilet to cover the 

maintenance costs, because when the government builds toilets for communities, no one takes the 

responsibility for the maintenance. 

SA is building individual toilets for slum residents in Pune. Regarding the finance, the families are 

paying 30 per cent of the total cost, as a onetime payment. The total cost for building one toilet is 

15000 rupees, and the money is coming from donations to the organisation. The municipality is not 

contributing with money. 

One woman who pays 30 rupees for a monthly pass for her whole family thinks it is a reasonable 

price and prefers a monthly pass instead of paying two rupees for every use so she can go as often as 

she wants. A woman in another area, who only pays for cleaning, said: “A monthly pass would not 

work since everybody is very individualistic in this neighbourhood.” 
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The interviewees in slum areas where asked what the largest amount they could pay to use a toilet 

facility was. The answers were spread between one and five rupees for each visit, or monthly passes 

between 50 and 100 rupees per family, see Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29 – Maximum amount to pay for toilet facility 

For more information about fees and finance, see Appendix H. 

5.2.3 Sharing a single toilet or having an individual toilet 

During the interviews in Dharavi, the women got a question about how many people they would be 

comfortable sharing a single toilet with. Of the women who answered this question, 46 per cent 

answered two families and 31 per cent answered five families, see the total distribution in Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30 – People sharing a single toilet 
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Sulabh’s two-pit toilet is a sustainable solution for individual toilets; it saves water and it gives back 

to nature in a sustainable system. It does not create any pollution and it does not require any manual 

handling of the waste. It has an acceptance in the communities which is good, that is why it is 

working, according to representative from Sulabh. SA believes that if it is possible with an individual 

toilet, every house should have one. A community toilet can never be a permanent solution. When 

toilets are built in houses they are always going to be clean and well maintained. When building 

community toilets the municipality has to keep investing in every few years, which is not the case 

when building individual toilets, according to SA. Individual toilets are related to living standards 

according to NSDF. The house needs to be designed with a place to sleep, a place to eat and to have 

a place for the toilet. 

In the two interview sessions in Worli Fishing Village and in Banganga, a total of 26 women were 

interviewed. Six of these women have a private toilet in their home. Of the 20 women who do not 

have a private toilet, only 20 per cent said they had enough room in their house for a private toilet, 

see Figure 31. All of the women who do not have a private toilet would like to have one if they could. 

 

Figure 31 – Enough space for individual toilet 

5.3 User requirements 
During the interview with a representative from the Loughborough University, the inspiration to ask 

about design requirements of potential users arose. Some questions were about female hygiene 

products; what kind of products the women are using, where they dispose them etc. 
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The answers to the question about what services the interviewees would add or change at their 

current toilet facility were; 

 Have a sink 

 Have soap available 

 Water inside the booths 

 Access to showers 

 More amount of toilets 

 More water available 

 Have a bin 

 Have a flush 

A representative from SA explains that if there would be a tap in every toilet unit and someone 

leaves the tap open, all water in the tank would be gone. People waste a lot of water. SA put the 

water outside the toilet, and let people carry it inside to the toilet in buckets. So if someone leaves 

the tap open it can easily be detected and someone can close it. SA’s facilities do not have bins, 

because they tried it and it did not work, the bins got missing. 

During all 44 interviews, one question was about what kind of feminine hygiene products they are 

using. The distribution of the answers can be found in Figure 32. If the answer was disposable napkin, 

a follow-up question was about where they dispose it after use. This distribution can be found in 

Figure 33. Nine of the women said that they would prefer a bin inside the booths at public toilets and 

two women said that they prefer to change at home. When some of the women said that they throw 

their disposable napkins in the sea, another question was asked about where they throw their 

garbage. There were two different answers; they throw all garbage in the sea or it gets collected. 

 

Figure 32 – Chart over the usage of different feminine hygiene products 
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Figure 33 – Distribution of where the women throw their disposable napkins 

During the two interview sessions in Dharavi, the 15 interviewees graded eight different design 

requirements between not important, less important, quite important and very important. The 

design requirements proper light and maintenance and cleanliness were graded as very important by 

14 of the 15 interviewed women. The requirement personal cleaning possibilities was graded as very 

important by eleven women. The requirements of no smell and privacy, possibility to lock were 

graded as very important of ten of the participating 15 women. One requirement; access to warm 

water was graded as not important by nine of the participating women. A score system can provide a 

clearer view of how the design requirements were graded. The scale from less important to very 

important is replaced with a score from one to four. The result of the total scores can be viewed in 

Figure 34. 

 

Figure 34 – Score of design requirements 
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Every one of the women who were asked if it is important to have separate areas for men and 

women answered that it is important. All of the interviewees prefer water for anal cleaning over 

toilet paper. Of the interviewed women, 85 per cent preferred squatting toilets and 15 per cent 

prefer English toilets at shared facilities. Of the interviewees that do not have a toilet in their home, 

91 per cent said they are interested in influencing design and management if a new toilet facility 

would be built. During the last two interview sessions, all of the 26 women were asked if they 

preferred to have a squatting or English style for an individual toilet in their home. 17 prefer a 

squatting toilet, eight prefer an English toilet and one woman likes both. The distribution in per cent 

can be viewed in Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35 – Preferred toilet style of an individual toilet 

The six women who have an individual toilet also have a shower. Of the remaining 20, one has a 

private shower and of the remaining 19 women, 15 want to have a private shower, see Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36 – Distribution of showers 
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The representative from SA explains that people have different houses and that they want different 

solutions. If someone is coming with a ready to install solution, it might not fit in the user’s home. 

There is a need for a flexible solution, because for example some people like to put a plank on the 

toilet and use it as a bath, there is not one solution that fits everywhere; 

“I feel that a solution which gives people a lot of options is needed; in this tight space you 

need flexibility in how you organise the toilet. For me it is important that the user is 

comfortable with the toilet. Some people do not want a roof on the toilet because then 

the space between the inner wall and the roof of the house can work as ventilation for 

the toilet. It can differ a lot about how they want it to work, not between slum areas, 

rather between lanes and houses.” 

- A representative from SA 

5.4 Grading of user requirements 
The identified requirements for a sanitary solution from the empirical findings are summarised in 

Table 4. The requirements are graded by the authors, based on the collected material. 

Table 4 – Graded design requirements from empirical findings 

No. Requirements Grading 

1 The toilet has proper lighting 5 

2 The toilet can be locked 5 

3 The toilet has accessible water for anal cleaning 5 

4 The toilet is easy to clean 5 

5 The toilet is well maintained 5 

6 The toilet is always accessible 5 

7 The use of the toilet is affordable 5 

8 The toilet is free from smell 4 

9 The toilet has a sink 4 

10 The toilet has a bin for sanitary items etc. 4 

11 The toilet is insight protected 4 

12 The toilet is soundproof 3 

13 The toilet can include a shower if desired 3 

14 The toilet has both squatting and English toilet models available 3 

15 The toilet has a soap 3 

16 The toilet is adaptable and have a flexible dimensioning 3 

17 The toilet can easily be installed in the house 3 

18 The toilet has warm water 1 

19 The toilet has a flush 1 
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6 Mapping sanitary situations with technical solutions 
After studying the compilation of empirical findings, three different sanitary situations are identified 

in this chapter. The three situations are described and matched with sustainable sanitary solutions. 

6.1 Sanitary evaluation 
During the visits at different community toilets, the maintenance failure was obvious. A 

representative from SA describes the difficulty of engage the communities, and that maintenance is a 

severe issue. The visited facilities that seemed to be best maintained were the ones that were only 

shared by a determined amount of people. 

SA has a major problem with community toilets; it is that people waste a lot of water by leaving 

water taps open. SAs solution to the problem was to only provide water outside the facilities, and let 

people carry it inside. The interviewees have expressed that they prefer to have water inside the 

toilet booths. By looking at the source of the problem instead, automatic taps would solve the 

problem and still meet the users’ requirements. Another example of how the users’ requirements 

have been neglected by not looking at the source of the problem is that the bins inside the booths 

was stolen and not replaced. 

As written in section 2.4.1, the World Bank, MCBM, MHADA and other actors have invested a large 

amount of money in slum areas for improving sanitation. It is clear that it is not resource efficient to 

invest in building new facilities without considering maintenance and sustainability aspects. The 

visited toilet facilities built by the municipality and CBOs were in very bad shape. By considering the 

investments more carefully, a more sustainable sanitary situation can be reached. Important aspects 

to consider are maintenance, daily operations, user requirements and how the system affects the 

environment. 

The redevelopment plans for Dharavi is welcomed by the people living in the area. It will provide the 

residents with higher living standards. The problem is that it is hard to predict when a specific area 

will be developed. This contributes to an uncertainty if an investment in building sanitary facilities is 

worthy. Since the redevelopment for some areas lies far in the future, efforts still need to be done 

immediately to increase the sanitary situation to an acceptable level for the people living in the area. 

The sewage system in Mumbai is not well functioning everywhere. In the slum areas, the sewage 

system is open and goes straight into the sea. By using more sustainable techniques, the 

environment for residents in the area can be improved and pollution of the sea can be prevented. 

According to the expert interviews, finding enough space to build on is a big issue. The lanes between 

the houses in slum areas are often narrow and there are not so many open areas. Therefore the 

solution needs to be space efficient and easy to transport and set up at the location. 

The large toilet facilities are built with a noble plan to make a difference for a large amount of people 

at the same time. The problem is that it does not work in practice, the facilities are dirty and a hazard 

to health. This kind of solution is undignified for the people who do not have another choice. One 

solution where some families are sharing one toilet and together have the responsibility for the daily 

operations has been shown workable. When there are too many people involved, like in community 

toilets, the system does not work. The standpoint of a representative from Shelter Associates was 
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clear; “If it is possible with an individual toilet, every house should have one. A community toilet can 

never be a permanent solution.” By building individual toilets, the maintenance and daily operations 

will be taken care of by the user and the municipality will not have to keep investing money. Of 

course an obvious desire of all people is to have their own toilet. 

6.2 Three identified sanitary situations in slum areas 
An individual toilet inside a family’s home is the solution to aim for, since it is a basic wish and all 

interviewees said that they would prefer it. In the slum areas of Mumbai, the sewage system is not 

widely spread and do not have very good water treatment. Therefore the optimal solution would be 

to have a sustainable system that is not depended on a sewage system, which can be installed inside 

the houses with enough free space. The solution has to be flexible and space efficient to fit the slum 

houses, which often are small and with different layouts. The users also desire different features; 

therefore the solution should be designed in modules for easy adaption to the users’ requirements. 

An idea sketch of this situation can be seen in Figure 37. 

 

Figure 37 – Individual toilet inside 

If space is not available to place a toilet inside the house, the next best solution is to place a single 

toilet just outside the house. If the available space outside of the house also is limited, the single 

toilet can be shared among neighbours. The toilet can only be used by the owners, who can access 

the facility by using their key. The owners are responsible for managing the cleaning, emptying the 

bin and refilling the soap dispenser. An idea sketch of this situation can be seen in Figure 38. 

 

Figure 38 – Single toilet outside 
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The slum areas are often very crowded and if room cannot be spared even outside the houses, a 

toilet block should be built as close to the planned users as possible. The block consists of an amount 

of toilets and they are rented out to the users living nearby. It is up to the users to decide how many 

people to share a toilet with, and only the ones renting it have access to it by using a key. The users 

can choose to rent the toilets including cleaning for an higher monthly fee or choose to take care of it 

by themselves. An idea sketch of this situation can be seen in Figure 39. 

 

Figure 39 – Rent a Loo 

If an area has a lot of people that need public toilets, the alternative is to have public toilets 

accessible for everyone. A public facility requires motivated employees around the clock. The facility 

should work on pay-and-use basis, but monthly passes should also be available. The public toilet is 

commonly used in Indian slum areas today and it is not working very well. Therefore the public toilet 

solution is not recommended as a solution for slum areas, but it still has to exist in commercial areas. 
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It is important that each situation is evaluated and that the right solution is implemented. This can be 

achieved by asking the right questions, see Figure 40. 

 

Figure 40 – Simple guide to identify situation 

6.3 New requirements from brainstorming 
A brainstorming was performed for each of the three identified situations and for public toilets. The 

brainstorming notes from the session can be viewed in Appendix G. From this brainstorming new 

requirements for each situation was identified; 
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have enough 
space for an 

individual toilet? 

Yes  No 

Does the user 
have place 

directly outside 
the house? 

Yes No 

•The toilet has possibility to dry hands 

•The toilet is handicapped accessible 

•The toilet has automatic light turn off 

•The toilet’s water taps have automatic water turn offs 

•The toilet is emptied with no manual handling of excreta 

•The toilet has good ventilation 

•The toilet is environmental friendly 

Individual toilet inside 
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Figure 41 – Additional requirements from brainstorming 

  

•The toilet has possibility to dry hands 

•The toilet is handicapped accessible 

•The toilet has automatic light turn off 

•The toilet’s water taps have automatic water turn offs 

•The toilet is emptied with no manual handling of excreta 

•The toilet has good ventilation 

•The toilet is environmental friendly 

•The toilet is stable (cannot rollover) 

•The toilet has a fixed bin 

•The toilet is theft-proof 

•The toilet is vandalism safe 

•The toilet is insight protected 

Single toilet outside 

•The toilet has possibility to dry hands 

•The toilet is handicapped accessible 

•The toilet has automatic light turn off 

•The toilet’s water taps have automatic water turn offs 

•The toilet is emptied with no manual handling of excreta 

•The toilet has good ventilation 

•The toilet is environmental friendly 

•The toilet has a fixed bin 

•The toilet is theft-proof 

•The toilet is vandalism safe 

•The toilet is insight protected 

Rent a Loo 
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From the brainstorming about public toilets, guidelines were collected and they can be viewed in 

Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42 – Guidelines for public toilets 

6.4 Finding the right sanitary solution 
The EcoSan toilet solution needs space that might be hard to find in an urban area. In the slum areas 

visited in the field study, there was not this much free ground to dig a pit of two and a half meter 

long on many places. Since one toilet is calculated for eight people it would fit for the individual toilet 

inside but there would not be enough space close to the home in the slum areas. Plenty of these 

toilets would be needed in each area and therefore is this solution not suitable for the most crowded 

urban areas. The EcoSan toilet is a better choice for the rural areas. 

The two-pit solution by Sulabh is adjusted according to the number of users and needed capacity and 

is a sustainable solution for individual toilets. The solution demands ground space for digging these 

pits and the urine is supposed to drain into to ground and therefore is this solution not suited for 

urban areas. The two-pit toilets cannot be built too close to wells, which may be a problem in a 

crowded city. This solution is also more preferable in a rural area. 

The biogas solution built by Sulabh could work with the rent a loo if it can be built in a smaller scale. 

The main issue is that the generators used for this, like in the visited facility in Shirdi, is not effective 

enough. Therefore the main purpose of the biogas would be to use it for cooking. If applied on the 

rent a loo, the users could buy the biogas from the facility and use it for cooking. The biogas 

produced of an individual toilet is not enough, compared with the building costs, so this solution is 

not applicable in the situation of an individual toilet. The single toilet outside have more users, but 

since they are supposed to be built in between the houses, there may not be enough space for the 

biogas digesters. 

The Peepoople solution is a great idea for disaster areas where a quick solution is needed. It can also 

be a good enough solution that not requires larger investments, which is preferable in areas with 

redevelopment plans in the near future. If it would be applied on a more permanent situation in an 

urban area, a logistic problem would occur. First, a lot of bags would have to be delivered to each 

user. Secondly, the used bags would need to be stored somewhere. Thirdly, all the used bags would 

•Fixed bins inside booths 

•Sink 

•Fixed soap dispenser 

•Possibility to dry hands 

•Automatic water taps inside booths 

•Insight protected 

•Handicap adjusted 

•Possibility to lock booths 

•Clean environment 

•Well maintained 

•Amount of booths adapted for the amount of users 

Guidelines for public toilets 
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need to be picked up in the homes and transported out of the urban area and then be buried. The 

Peepoople solution would work both for individual toilets inside and single toilets outside, but it 

would require a logistic system. The solution does not produce energy but it contributes to the 

ecosystem. It should also be considered that one bag is required for each use. 

The Loowatt sanitary solution would be suitable for the individual toilet inside if the logistics would 

be well functioning. The users need to have a place in a walking distance where they can leave their 

full containers. The produced biogas could be given back to the users to use as fuel when cooking. 

The Loowatt solution could also work with the single toilet outside if the logistic for emptying the 

toilet would be worked out. Either the users could agree on a schedule for leaving the containers or 

maybe an employee from the organisation responsible for the biogas facility could pick up the 

containers. If rent a loo is applied in an area, the Loowatt solution could work with the biogas 

digester built by the toilet facility. The produced biogas could be used by a close by restaurant, given 

back to the users etc. The compost could be sold to farmers in a rural area close to the city. The 

Loowatt solution requires a plastic package for each use, which is a consumable. 

The RTI International solution is driven by solar energy. This may be a problem in an urban area, 

where it is narrow lanes between the houses so not enough sun can reach the solar panels. The 

system does not need a sewage, water or energy connection, which is preferable in the slum areas. 

The system produces burnable fuel, which can be used for cooking by the users. It also produces 

storable energy, which can be used for lighting in the facility. This sustainable sanitary solution may 

be usable for the rent a loo, though it needs space and probably someone who is maintaining the 

system. This solution may be applied where there is more space, so that the sun may reach the solar 

panels. The other cases, individual toilet inside and single toilet outside, is supposed to be built 

where there is less space and probably not enough sunlight. 

The sanitary solution by Loughborough University is technically advanced and may require 

knowledgeable staff for running the system. This solution is complex and not fully developed. 

Therefore it is regarded as not suitable for any of the three situations identified in section 6.2 but 

may be reconsidered in the future. 

In order to visualise which of the described solutions in sections 3.5 and 3.6 that can work in which 

case, a cross mapping of the solutions and situations can be viewed in Table 5. 
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Table 5 – Cross mapping of solutions with situations 
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7 Concept development 
To exemplify how the identified user requirements can be applied in one of the situations, some 

design concepts can be viewed in this section. The concepts are only presented for one of the three 

identified situations; the single toilet outside. The reason for focusing on this situation is that the 

interviewees expressed that they rather share a toilet with a smaller amount of families than use 

larger facilities. All of the interviewed wanted an individual toilet, but few had room for one inside 

their homes. Therefore the single toilet outside is taken to the next step in the product development 

process. 

 

Figure 43 – Single toilet outside 

7.1 Suitable sanitary solution 
In section 6.4, Loowatt and Peepoople are the only solutions identified as possible sanitary solutions 

for the situation single toilet outside. These solutions can be viewed in Figure 44. A specific request 

from the users was to have access to water for anal cleaning, not toilet paper. Neither Loowatt nor 

Peepoople seem to be designed to meet this request with handling water, so here a modification or 

new similar system is needed. Both systems require a transport of the waste from the toilet to a 

place for leaving the excreta. This would be a biogas facility with the Loowatt system. A pro with 

Peepoople is that it is less technical complex compared to Loowatt. Loowatt seems to be more 

suitable for the task in the long term perspective, because it has an automatic process for sealing the 

excreta and this is done manually in the Peepoople solution. Therefore, the Loowatt solution is the 

basis for the concept development, but with necessary changes in regard. 

 (Peepoople) (Loowatt Ltd, 2012)  

Figure 44 – Identified solutions for the single toilet outside 

7.1.1 Logistic solution on a holistic level for the system 

When the container is filled up in the toilet booth, the person responsible has to bring it to a drop off 

station made for these containers. This could be at the biogas facility or a place nearby. The outcome 

from the biogas facility will then become fertilizer and biogas. The fertilizer can be used for soil 

improvement by local farmers and the biogas can be given back to the slum residents to use for 

cooking. A schematic illustration of the system can be viewed in Figure 45. 
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Figure 45 – Schematic illustration of the logistics for the system 

The total cost of a toilet has to be minimised, but the users are not in a position to pay for the whole 

amount. Other ways to finance the toilets have to be found, it could work similar to the current 

situation when the investments are made from the municipality or from NGOs. For example, the 

finance of the toilets could work in one of these ways; 

 The municipality is providing the toilet for free or at a subsidised price. 

 NGOs are providing the toilet for free or at a subsidised price, with financing from 

donations. 

7.2 Developed concepts for a single toilet outside 
To develop different concepts a session of sketching ideas was performed. The focus was on creating 

a visualisation of how the requirements can come together in a concept. Design of details has not 

been addressed since each product requires its own product development process, if developed from 

scratch. The sketching was made with consideration to the requirements listed in Table 6. The list is a 

combination of the graded user requirements in section 5.4 and the additional requirements 

regarding the single toilet outside in section Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.. The following 

requirements; the toilet has warm water and a flush has not been taken under consideration due to 

their low grading. 
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Table 6 – Requirements for a single toilet outside 

No. Requirement 

1 The toilet has proper lighting 

2 The toilet can be locked 

3 The toilet has accessible water for anal cleaning 

4 The toilet is easy to clean 

5 The toilet is well maintained 

6 The toilet is always accessible 

7 The use of the toilet is affordable 

8 The toilet is free from smell 

9 The toilet has a sink 

10 The toilet has a bin for sanitary items etc. 

11 The toilet is insight protected 

12 The toilet is soundproof 

13 The toilet can include a shower if desired 

14 The toilet has both squatting and English toilet models available 

15 The toilet has a soap 

16 The toilet is adaptable and have a flexible dimensioning 

17 The toilet has possibility to dry hands 

18 The toilet is handicapped accessible 

19 The toilet has automatic light turn off 

20 The toilet’s water taps have automatic water turn offs 

21 The toilet is emptied with no manual handling of excreta 

22 The toilet has good ventilation 

23 The toilet is environmental friendly 

24 The toilet is stable (cannot rollover) 

25 The toilet has a fixed bin 

26 The toilet is theft-proof 

27 The toilet is vandalism safe 

All of the developed concepts are meant to be accompanied by a sanitary solution like Loowatt, but 

with modifications allowing the user to use water for anal cleaning. This means that the output from 

the toilet is wastewater and a cartridge with sealed excreta. The wastewater is both from anal 

cleaning and hand washing. When the cartridge is full, it has to be removed and replaced with a new 

by the user. Since the users only have access to water a limited amount of hours and have to store 

their daily need of water, the concepts have the solution with a freshwater tank that can be refilled 

by hand. To prevent users from wasting water, the concepts have automatic water taps. All the 

concepts have locks on both the inside and outside. The lock on the outside is to make sure that only 

the people with access should be able to use the toilet. The booth in each of the concepts has 

ventilation. The sketches are only showing squatting models, but the toilet is available in two 

variants; squatting and English model. 
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In Concept 1, as can be seen in Figure 46, the water tank is placed on the roof of the toilet, and the 

user has to refill the tank every day. A retractable floor can cover the toilet to transform the booth 

into a shower. The booth has a fixed bin and a hook for a towel near the sink. A shower curtain can 

be pulled up and the floor has enough slope for the water to go into the water outlet. The 

wastewater is supposed to be connected to the open drains. 

 

Figure 46 – Concept 1 

Concept 2, viewed in Figure 47, have a space in the back of the booth where a freshwater tank is 

placed together with a cartridge for the toilet waste. The wastewater is collected in a tank and 

requires emptying by hand. The cartridge and the wastewater tank are placed below the level of the 

toilet. The space with the tanks can be opened with two doors and contains a retractable ladder. The 

ladder helps the user to refill the freshwater tank. 

 

Figure 47 – Concept 2 
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The third concept, see Figure 48, is designed with all equipment placed on the same side in the 

booth. This will simplify the management by opening the doors on the side, the bin and toilet waste 

can be emptied and the soap and water tanks can be refilled. The distance to transport the water is 

also shorter due to the placement of sink and water tap. The embodiment of the booth gives the 

opportunity to place it in a corner. The wastewater will be lead out to the open drains. The roof of 

the booth is made out of a material that allows light to pass through. 

 

Figure 48 – Concept 3 

The fourth concept, see Figure 49, have a shower separated from the toilet. The tanks for freshwater, 

wastewater and toilet waste are placed on the outside of the booth. The roof is covering the 

containers and they can easily be managed by the user. The wastewater tank needs to be emptied by 

hand. The sink is not placed on the same side as the freshwater tank; therefore the water has to be 

transported in the wall. The bin and soap dispenser are integrated in the walls. 

 

Figure 49 – Concept 4 
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The four concepts are compared against each other with regards to the requirements. This 

comparison can be viewed in Table 7. If the concept fulfils the requirement it gets a green checkmark 

and if not a, red cross. The total amount of green checkmarks is summarised in the last row. It is clear 

from the table that the concepts are very similar. 

Table 7 – Comparison of the four concepts with regards to the requirements 

No. Requirement Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 Concept 4 

1 proper lighting     
2 free from smell     
3 soundproof     
4 can be locked     
5 sink     
6 can include a shower     
7 water for anal cleaning     
8 both squatting and English toilet     
9 easy to clean     
10 soap     
11 bin     
12 insight protected     
13 affordable     
14 well maintained     
15 always accessible     
16 adaptable and flexible     
17 possibility to dry hands     
18 handicapped accessible     
19 automatic light turn off     
20 automatic water turn offs     
21 no manual handling of excreta     
22 good ventilation     
23 environmental friendly     
24 stable     
25 fixed bin     
26 theft-proof     
27 vandalism safe     
 Total  17 16 17 17 

The requirements that none of the concepts are fulfilling have to be further developed. Aspects that 

should be taken under consideration are presented in Table 8. 
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Table 8 – Aspects of the requirements that needs further consideration 

No. Requirement Aspects 

3 soundproof The material and the design of the walls have to be chosen 
with regards to its insulating capacity. 

13 affordable The total cost has to be investigated deeply to ensure that 
the solution is affordable. 

16 adaptable and flexible This requirement has its origin in the expert interview with 
SA. The requirement was formulated with an individual toilet 
in mind, but should also be investigated further. 

17 easily be installed The lanes in slum areas are very narrow and this has to be 
taken under consideration when planning the installation. 

19 handicapped accessible The possibility for the user to choose a handicap adjusted 

model has to exist. 

20 automatic light turn off The aim must be to have lightning that do not require 
electricity and to make sure that the user cannot leave the 
light on. 

24 environmental friendly The whole system has to be developed with the 

sustainability in mind. This should influence the choice of 

material and the treatment of wastewater etc. 

25 stable The design has to prevent the toilet to tip over. 

27 theft-proof The toilet booth shall not be easy to move from its location. 

Only the users with access to the toilet should be able to use 

it, and the interior shall be hard to remove. 

28 vandalism safe The material and design shall be developed with regard to 

robustness. 

The four concepts fulfilled the requirements equally but they have to be developed further. To 

visualise an example of how a single toilet outside might be designed, a combination of concept 3 

and the best from the other concepts was put together. The toilet booth from different angles can be 

viewed in Figure 50 to Figure 54. The advantages with this concept is that it can be placed in a corner 

and all maintenance can be done from outside. The freshwater can easily be refilled in the container 

using the retractable ladder. The wastewater is in this visualisation not treated, it is just transported 

into the open drains that are transporting the water in between the houses in slum areas, which 

leads to the sea. This is not an optimal solution with regards to sustainability. 

The requirement of including a shower was neglected. To create enough water pressure for a 

shower, an electric pump would be needed. In order to make the toilet sustainable and 

environmental friendly it should not depend on electricity, therefore this requirement is not fulfilled 

in this concept. The walls of the booth are designed so the walls can be packed flat during transport 

and easily be assembled on site. The walls are premade with holes for water taps, bin, ventilation etc. 

The doors can be locked from outside with two padlocks. If the padlock would get broken, it can 

easily be replaced. 
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Figure 50 – Visualisation of single toilet outside 

To visualise some of the user requirements, a sink for washing hands together with a soap dispenser, 

ventilation and a water tap for anal cleaning is placed inside the booth, which can be seen in Figure 

51. The bin is placed on the other side of the wall with a lid on the inside to prevent smell. 

 

Figure 51 – Visualisation of the inside of the toilet 

To prevent waste of water, both taps have an automatic function where the water flow is stopped 

after a certain amount of time. Another user requirement is a lock on the door of the toilet booth 

which is visualised in Figure 52. 
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Figure 52 – Some of the user requirements visualised 

The operations that need to be done with the toilet booth can easily be done in the operation locker 

visualised in Figure 53. The bin can be emptied, the soap can be refilled and the toilet waste can be 

collected. The wastewater is in this visualisation transported through pipes from the toilet and the 

sink into the ground. 

 

Figure 53 – Visualisation of operation locker 

To fill up the container with freshwater, a retractable ladder is placed to help the user reach. This can 

be viewed in Figure 54. 
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Figure 54 – Retractable ladder for reaching the water container 

7.3 Affecting the employment in the slum areas of Mumbai 
As the representative from SA indicated, the slum residents do not have time to organise and take 

care of sanitary facilities, as CBO founded facilities require. The non-employment was not expressed 

as a big issue. Therefore the basis should lay in the development of a sustainable sanitary solution, 

rather than focusing on creating employment. The potential created employment opportunities 

should be regarded as a bonus. 

The local residents should still be involved when building new sanitary solutions in slum areas of 

Mumbai. Many professions are represented in slum areas, their work knowledge together with their 

experience of living in the slum would contribute to a better sanitary system. The close contact with 

the residents may help to express the users’ needs. 

Work opportunities will be created while producing and installing the sanitary solutions. The solution 

rent a loo requires an employee for running and cleaning the facility. Work opportunities will also 

exist at the biogas facility where the users leave the cartridges with the excreta. 
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8 Discussion 
This chapter is including a discussion about how the project has been performed and what could 

have been done different. It also includes reflections of the result and sources of error. 

8.1 Background for the thesis 
Choosing India for the field study can be supported by statistics; one third of the 2.5 billion people 

without improved sanitation are living in India. Investigating solutions for this specific country can be 

one step in the right direction for changing the daily life of a large amount of people. When studying 

sustainable sanitation, it is clear that good sustainable solutions exist for rural areas. Of course the 

rural areas still have huge problems with open defection and bad sanitation, but good systems like 

EcoSan and the two-pit solution exists and will hopefully be more widespread during the coming 

years. It is technically more difficult to develop sustainable sanitation in urban areas, because of the 

population density, access to land etc. Therefore the decision to focus on urban areas in this thesis 

can be regarded as a good decision. 

Mumbai in India was chosen as location for the field study. Different geographical areas have 

different user requirements and conditions to consider when developing a product or system. 

Therefore the results of this thesis only reflect the situation and needs of the people living in slum 

areas of Mumbai. The empirical findings showed that the opinions of the users were similar at the 

three different slum areas. Even if the result cannot represent the opinions of all Indians, it can be 

assumed that it is representative for slum residents of Mumbai. 

The expert interview with a representative from the Loughborough University, who is involved in a 

project developing a sustainable sanitary system, was very rewarding. It gave the insight that they 

are facing challenges in understanding the users and lack knowledge about their needs. This 

interview emphasised on the second research question. Unfortunately only one researcher in the 

field of sustainable sanitation responded, if more researchers had responded this issue could have 

been confirmed further. 

8.2 Previous attempts 
The three organisations that are outlined in this thesis were chosen because they were described as 

the major NGOs in the work with sanitation in Mumbai. There are a large amount of NGOs working in 

India and Mumbai. Many of them are not serious and the three was chosen through the literature 

study and the sources were considered carefully. 

In the chapter 2, information about previous projects and work performed to improve the sanitary 

situation in Mumbai can be found. It is clear that a lot of money has been invested and will be 

invested in the future. This thesis is not investigating the economical parts, but it is clear that the 

invested money from the municipality in many cases have resulted in toilet facilities that are 

hazardous to use. Lessons learned should be that it is not sustainable for the municipality to invest in 

building public facilities when they are failing in taking responsibility for maintenance and the daily 

operations. 

This thesis has it main focus on involving the user in order to understand the user better, and gain 

knowledge about the user’s requirements for a sanitary solution. The importance of the user focus in 

this thesis can be supported by the theory described in 2.4.1, were the lack of user involvement in 
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the planning and the users’ lack of ownership is described as the reason why two thirds of 10 000 

built toilet facilities were not functioning. 

In the sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 organisations are described who have special groups with women 

working together to improve the sanitary situation. One limitation of this thesis is to focus on women 

and one reason is that women in India are behind in affecting their life situation, unlike men. During 

the field study, 91 per cent of the interviewed women said that they would like to influence design 

and management if a new toilet facility would be built. The statistics is clear, even if women generally 

in the past have not been given the opportunity to influence their sanitary situation, they want to 

influence. In further development and implementation of sustainable sanitary system, it is important 

to take into account the opinions of these women. 

8.3 Empirical findings 
The visit at the biogas facility in Shirdi gave important insights. The information provided from Sulabh 

was not fully matching with the reality. The facility did not have the techniques to treat the water 

completely and the produced biogas did only provide a small amount of electricity. This is one 

example of how a field study provides information that could never been collected without being on 

site. During the visit in Shirdi it would have been preferable to have an interpreter because the 

interview was limited because of language difficulties. The learning from the visit is that the biogas 

easily can be used for cooking, but it is not very efficient for generating electricity. 

During the field study, some culture differences emerged. For example at one of the interview 

sessions the interviewee did not seem to want to share any problems about the facility. Even when 

explaining the importance of hearing about challenges and adversities, the interviewee was not 

willing to share them. This behaviour seemed to be a part of their culture, to present a facility 

without problems. 

The interviews were only made with women and observations were only done in the female areas at 

toilet facilities. Since women have generally been neglected and have not been able to influence how 

things are done it felt important to listen to their opinions. The limitation was also coming from 

practical issues, since the authors are females no observations could be done in the male sections at 

the facilities. Despite the focus on women, many times during the interviews men got involved in the 

questions. It can therefore be assumed that some of the answers also reflect male opinions. 

The interviews were semi-structured, which was very good because it gave a lot of qualitative input 

to the analysis. The challenging part is that semi-structured interviews give a lot of different answers 

to compile, but having a good structure makes it easier. The collected data is complex because a lot 

of follow up questions was made and they were very varied. 

One element of uncertainty when investing in new sustainable sanitation is the redevelopment plan. 

The slum areas are going to be redeveloped in the future, but it is hard to estimate how far away in 

the future it is going to happen. The redevelopment cannot be held as an excuse for doing nothing. 

The sanitary situation in Mumbai’s slum areas is urgent and the situation has to be improved. 

Therefore new sustainable sanitary solutions have to be built in close cooperation with the 

municipality. So the investments are done in areas that will not be redeveloped in the nearest future. 

The finance for the sanitation facilities has to come from the municipality and therefore it is also in 

their interest that the investments are made in areas without upcoming redevelopment. 

http://tyda.se/search/element%20of%20uncertainty?w_lang=en
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A large problem that was identified through the field study was the lack of treatment for the 

wastewater. In the slum areas, the sewage system was open drains that often went straight into the 

sea. By using a system similar to Loowatt, the excreta are treated in the system but the water is not. 

Here a new solution is needed that also handles the wastewater problem. For the interest of the 

whole city, it would still be a great improvement if disposing the sanitary waste into the sewage 

system, which leads into the sea, could be prevented. 

8.4 The result 
It is clear from the analysis that the sanitation problems in Mumbai’s slum areas cannot be solved 

with one solution. At least one solution needs to be developed for each of the three identified 

situations. And this solution needs to be flexible to fit the different users’ requirements. 

It is very important that an evaluation is made in every case so the right solution for the situation is 

chosen. This can easily be done by asking the right questions, in every case. Public toilets still have to 

exist in commercial areas where people are passing through daily, but public toilets are not suitable 

as a permanent solution for residents in slum areas. 

The base in the identified three situations is that the toilet should be as close to the user as possible. 

This is important because by shorten the distance the women have to walk in the night to visit a 

toilet the better. Even if not all the interviewed women did express that they felt insecure while 

walking to the toilet, they all wanted it as close to their home as possible. 

The interviews in the slum areas made it clear that everybody had access to water at some hour at 

the day. By the interviewed, water was not perceived as a problem. Therefore the developed 

concept has a sink and a tap to provide the possibility to wash hands etc. This concept cannot be 

directly applicable in another area, where water may be a bigger problem. Every slum area has to be 

investigated separately to find the best solution for the residents living there. 

One thing permeates of the three sanitary situations; it is that the responsibility for keeping the toilet 

clean is on the user. It was clear that the community and public toilet were not working very well and 

that the users did not bother to take care of the facilities. Obvious, the user will take care of the 

toilet if it is in their home. The users will also feel the responsibility if they are sharing with a 

determent amount of people, who are neighbours or chosen by the users themselves. 

8.5 Sources of error 
A source of uncertainty is that the interviews were done with an interpreter. The risk is that the 

questions might have been formulated different by the interpreter and that information has been 

lost in the translation. Another issue with the interviews is that even if they were made with one 

participant, other family members or neighbours often started folding in answers. Some of the 

interviews were made inside homes, but the majority were made outside in the crowded residence 

areas in the slums. If the interviews would have been done in a more quiet and private environment 

it might have affected the answers. 

The visits at Sulabh facilities were made in the company of a representative from Sulabh. The toilet 

facilities were chosen by the representative for the visits and information about the locations of 

other Sulabh facilities was not provided. Therefore the visits cannot represent the general standard 
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of Sulabh facilities. When representing an organisation, the representative might have wanted to 

show off facilities with better standard than general. 

During the field study, no toilet facility built by the Shelter Associates was visited. This was 

unfortunate since it would have been interesting to see if their facilities differed from the rest. 

During the interview, the representative did not want to share locations of their facilities and the 

explanation was that they were located far away. 
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9 Conclusion 
Many of the investigated technical development projects are working with technical issues and 

solutions, in order to create more sustainable sanitary systems. This thesis has focused on the users’ 

requirements and a specific environment. To achieve a sustainable sanitation system that fits the 

user, the technical issues have to be considered together with knowledge about the user and the 

environment. 

The answers to the research questions for this thesis are summarized in this chapter; 

 

 

 
•At least one person is working in every family 

•Many different professions represented 

•The residents collect water to cover the daily use 

•Water is available for 4-6 hours a day 

•80 % is cooking with gas 

•Limited space to build toilet facilities on 

•Garbage is thrown into the sea 

•Bad sewage systems with open drains between the houses 

•The wastewater is transported into the sea 

RQ1.  How is the life situation of slum residents 
 in Mumbai? 

 
•The toilet has proper lighting 

•The toilet can be locked 

•The toilet has accessible water for anal cleaning 

•The toilet is easy to clean 

•The use of the toilet is affordable 

•The toilet is well maintained 

•The toilet is always accessible 

 

RQ2.  What are the slum residents’ requirements 
 for a sanitary solution? 

The seven most important user requirements are: 

 

Some of the facts describing the situation: 
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9.1 Future work 
In section 3.4, the term sustainable sanitation is defined and five topics are described as important 

when designing a new sustainable sanitary system. By studying the topics, the following aspects are 

touched in this thesis; health and hygiene, environmental and natural resources, technology and 

operation, socio-cultural and institutional aspects. The topic financial and economic issues have not 

been handled and should be considered in the future research. All of the topics must of course be 

considered in further work, since sustainability aspects should permeate all stages of development. 

Seven different technical solutions of sustainable sanitation have been investigated in chapter 3, and 

these are matched with the three identified sanitary situations. The technical solutions were chosen 

 

 

 

 

 
•The development process 

•The construction 

•The maintenance 

•The daily operations 

 

RQ4.  How can the employment be affected     
 thanks to a new sanitary solution? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RQ3.  Which sustainable sanitary solution is 
 suitable for Mumbai’s slum areas? 

Individual toilet inside 

•Peepoople 

•Loowatt 

Single toilet outside 

•Peepoople 

•Loowatt 

Rent a loo 

•Biogas facility like 
Sulabh's 

•Loowatt 

•RTI International 

None of the investigated solutions is a perfect fit, therefore modifications are 

needed. Different situations require different solutions and the most suitable 

solutions for each situation are; 

At least one person in each family was working, and the employment was not 

expressed as a major issue. 

Many professions are represented in the slum areas and their knowledge should 

be utilized. Employment opportunities will be created during; 
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by the authors. For further studies, other techniques should be considered and a more deeply study 

of all the techniques should be done. 

One of the three identified situations was chosen for future development. Concepts were sketched 

and one was visualised through CAD. This model shall only be viewed as an exemplification of how a 

solution could be designed when taking the users requirements in mind. Material selection, 

measurements, production and installation methods, handicap adjustments etc. are some examples 

that need to be deeply investigated to fit the specific situation. A much more thorough product 

development process is of course required in future projects. 

A challenge in creating a more sustainable sanitation is how to treat the wastewater. Even if the 

excreta are separated and taken care of by the system, the wastewater from the anal washing and 

hand washing should be treated. The user requirement to use water for anal washing in close contact 

with the toilet is important to remember. The problem of how to separate the wastewater from the 

excreta must be further investigated. This could be solved by having a mechanical function that the 

user can control while using the toilet. Perhaps a mechanism can prevent the water from entering 

the excrement cartridge when the water is used. Many of the on-going projects are trying to find 

solutions for how to treat the wastewater, this should also be considered further in the future work. 

One issue to investigate deeper is the transportation of the biogas from the digesters to the users’ 

home. Before the gas can be compressed into smaller containers, the gas has to go through a 

treatment process. In this area more research and an energy analysis of this process should be done. 

If this process is too advanced or require too much energy, the biogas facility could be placed next to 

a restaurant that can use the gas for cooking directly. 
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Appendix A 

Interview questions Sulabh 

 How about the redevelopment, are they building in the areas that will be 

redevelopment? 

 Are the toilets going to be built in the areas that will not be redeveloped? 

 But if you think that slums will not exist in five years, why build toilets? 

 The new areas that are planning to be built in the redevelopment program, are they 

going to have individual toilets? 

 Is the sewage system connected to a water treatment plant? 

 The water supply for a city like Mumbai must be huge, are you looking into more 

sustainable alternatives? 

 The people building your facilities, are they employed by Sulabh or are they local 

entrepreneurs? 

 Some of the people we have meet in the slum areas, are working in the construction 

field, would you be willing to let them be a part of the building? 

 Are you involved in the biogas facility in Shirdi? 

 The Shirdi facility is a large complex, is the biogas used in smaller scale? 

 So are you mostly building the biogas facilities in places without sewage system? 

 How are the daily operations in Shirdi? Do you have any problem with the facility? 

 What kind of solutions do you see for the future in the villages without sewage system? 

 In the future, would you like to see sewage systems everywhere or do you think the 

two-pit solution is a better alternative? 
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Appendix B 

Interview questions Shelter Associates 

 What is your role in the Shelter Associates? 

 We found this table with actors and their responsibility from 2001; would you say it is 

still accurate? 

 In the Pune Sanitation Project in 1999, we read that there were eight NGOs working on 

one project, which are these eight? 

 The people building the facilities are they local entrepreneurs or employed by Shelter 

Associates? 

 Who owns the land where the toilets are placed? 

 Do you know if there are people who do not use the toilets? 

 Have your organisation built community toilets here in Pune? 

 Would you say it is easy to get people involved and engaged? 

 What would you say about employment in slum areas? 

 You said previously Pune has a good sewage system; it is well spread out to the slum 

areas? 

 Is the water supply a problem in Pune? 

 Are you interested in toilets that are not connected to the sewage system? 

 Is finding space a big issue for community and individual toilets? 

 What do you see for the future, about investing in areas that will be redeveloped? 

 When you were involved in building community toilets, did you have certain 

requirements for the facilities? Like a sink, available soap etc? 

 At your facilities, did you have a bin for sanitary napkins in every toilet unit? 

 Does this happen even at your community toilets, because according to the articles on 

your website it sounded like the communities where really taking care of the toilets and 

felt responsible?  

 If you think of the areas you have knowledge about, which of these factors would you 

say is the main issue; employment, housing, water, sanitation or education? You can 

add factors if you want to. 

 Have you heard about the Reinvent the Toilet Challenge by Bill & Melinda Gate 

foundation, and their work in finding more sustainable sanitary solutions? 

 Could you explain how the financing work when you build your individual toilets? 

 So do you think it would be better if the municipality paid your organisation for building 

individual toilets your way? 

.
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Appendix C 

Interview questions The National Slum Dwellers Federation 

 Can you tell us a bit about your on-going work with sanitary issues in slum areas of 

Mumbai? 

 Who are the stakeholders in your current projects? 

 In what slum areas in Mumbai are you working right now? 

 According to SPARCs website, your sanitary projects involve the communities, can the 

communities’ influence on design requirements? 

 After the facility is built, who has the responsibility for maintaining the facility, if 

perhaps the piping starts to leak?  

 Do you have any special design requirements that you always have in your toilets? (Bin, 

water tap, soap) 

 Do you have problem with demolition or careless users on your facilities? 

 Your work is depending on engagement from the people, how do you get them 

engaged? 

 What design issues are you facing at your toilet facilities? 

 Is finding enough space for the toilet blocks an issue? 

 Are you investigating in any solutions that are not depended of a sewage system? 

 How is the sewage system in Mumbai? Is it well spread or only in some areas? 

 Are there any treatment plants for the sewage system? 

 How is the water supply in Mumbai? 

 What do you think about the future? 

 Have you heard about the Reinvent the Toilet Challenge initiated by Bill Gates 

foundation? 

 What are your thoughts about the redevelopment, how far away in time? 

 What are your thoughts about individual toilets? 

 

 Which of these factors would you say is the main issue over all in slum areas? 

 Which issue would you say is the most difficult to solve? 

 

Housing Education Sanitation 

Employment Water 
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Appendix D 

Interview questions Dharavi 

Living conditions 

 How many persons are living with you? 

o What kind of relationship do you have? 

o If children; 

 Age? 

 Are they going to school? 

 How many of you are working? 

o What kind of work? 

 Do you have access to water? 

o How far away? 

o How many are sharing? 

o Is it for free? 

 What kind of fuel are you using when you are cooking? 

 What kind of dreams do you have? 

 Can you describe what a normal day for you look like? 

Sanitation 

 What access do you have to sanitation? 

o How far away? 

o What kind, are there showers or anything else except toilets? 

o How are they designed? 

 Whole booths, half booths, open areas 

 Squatting, sitting 

 Washing 

o Is it free, or what does it cost? 

o How is the maintenance? 

 Is there any soap or water available? 

 How often do you use the toilets? 

o Would you like to be able to use it more often? 

 What are the main issues with the current toilets? 

If a new sanitary solution would be built here, we are wondering how you would like it to 

work, managed and be designed. 

 How many people would you say is the maximum to share one sanitation facility with? 

 Would you like to have access to showers, laundry etc? 

 What is a reasonable distance to walk to the toilets? 

 What is the maximum amount you would pay to use a clean facility? 

 Is it important that there are separate areas for men and women? 

 What would you prefer to use, toilet paper or water?  
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 Would you like to be a part of the system, get the chance to influence on how it would work 

or be designed? 

On a grade from 1-4, where1 is not important and 4 is very important, how important is; 

 1 
Not important 

2 
Less important 

3 
Quite important 

4 
Very important 

Proper light ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

Less smell ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

More soundproof ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

Access to warm water ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

More space ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

Privacy, possibility to lock ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

Personal cleaning possibilities ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

Maintenance and cleanliness ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

If woman: 

 What kind of feminine hygiene products are you using? 

o If disposal, how? 

 Do you feel insecure when going to or when using the toilets? 
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Appendix E 

Interview questions Dharavi 
The interview questions were the same as in Appendix D, following questions was added to the list; 

 Can you tell us about your family’s health situation, are you often sick? 

 Where do you go when you need healthcare? 

o How much does it cost? 

 What do you think about the redevelopment in the area? 

And one question was removed; 

 What is a reasonable distance to walk to the toilets? 
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Appendix F 

Interview questions Banganga and Worli 

Living conditions 

 How many persons are living with you? 

o What kind of relationship do you have? 

 Family? 

 Relatives? 

o If children; 

 Age? 

 Are they going to school? 

 How many of you are working? 

o What kind of work? 

 Do you have access to water? 

o How far away? 

o How many are sharing? 

o Is the water clean? 

o Is it for free? 

 What kind of fuel are you using when you are cooking? 

 What kind of dreams do you have? 

 What do you think about the redevelopment in the area? 

Sanitation 

 What access do you have to sanitation? 

 How many minutes does it take to go there? 

 Soap and sink? 

 Bin inside booth? 

 Squatting or English? 

 Charge? 

 How is the maintenance? 

 How is the access to water? 

 If pay-and-use system, would you prefer a monthly pass? 

 What are the main issues with the current toilets? 

 If you could change something at the facility what would it be? 

 Do you know who is responsible for the toilet facility? 

If a new sanitary solution would be built here, we are wondering how you would like it to 

work, managed and be designed. 

 At a public toilet, would you prefer squatting or English? 

 What is a reasonable distance to walk to the toilets? 

 Would you like to be a part of the system, get the chance to influence on how it would work 

or be designed? 
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Feminine hygiene products 

 What kind of feminine hygiene products are you using? 

o If disposal, how? 

 Do you feel insecure when going to or when using the toilets? 

Individual toilets 

 Do you have enough space in your house for a private toilet? 

 Would you like to have a private toilet? 

 Would you like your individual toilet to have… 

o Squatting or English design? 

o Shower? 

 If yes, separated or in the same room as the toilet? 

o A sink? 

 If yes, located in the same room as the toilet or outside? 

 Other requirements for a private toilet? 
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Appendix G 
Notes from the brainstorming session regarding individual toilet inside, single toilet outside, rent a loo and public toilets can be viewed in this appendix. 
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Appendix H 
Complementary information from the expert interviews and the interviews with slum residents can 

be found in this appendix. The information is about the redevelopment plan and Community Based 

Organisations. 

Redevelopment plan 

Sulabh will not build toilets in Dharavi or other places were redevelopment is going to happen. There 

are going to be apartments with individual toilets in the redevelopment plan. It has to be; otherwise 

the government would not approve it. The apartments are going to have shower, toilet, kitchen and 

water supply. The solution exists, why would people stay in slum if they can get a new apartment? 

Sulabh does not make larger investments in Dharavi at the moment because of the redevelopment 

plan. 

During the interview session in Dharavi, a question was asked about the redevelopment, if they 

would like it to happen. Of eleven women, there was only one who did not want it to happen. Her 

reason was that she thinks it is difficult for poor people to shift into a big apartment and then 

maintain that level. Some of the women, who were positive about the redevelopment, had some 

opinions like; 

 The government is not offering a fair amount of space. The family is not ready to 

compromise, but still wants it to happen. 

 The smoke from the pot factories is affecting the family’s health; therefore the family 

really want the redevelopment to happen. 

 Wants the development plan to happen as long as the family gets a home and a place 

for their business. 

 Insecurity if the family will be able to maintain the accommodation. 

Community Based Organisations 

Representative from Sulabh explains that the people living in the slum areas are forming CBOs, 

Community Based Organisations. The CBOs are then monitoring the construction of the facilities. 

After the construction, the CBOs are taking over the maintenance and operations. If the CBOs are 

coming forward and do this, Sulabh and other NGOs would not be needed. It has to be a demand 

from the community to have a toilet, otherwise would Sulabh never construct. 

Generally it is hard to get the community engaged; maintenance is always an issue after a certain 

point, according to SA. The maintenance is a severe issue in most of their projects. It takes time to 

engage with the communities. The people have to make their living, and they do not have the time 

for these issues. 

The NSDF’s job is to form 200 families into a council called CBO. NSDF is also register and help them 

elect a leader, secretary and president etc. NSDF have to convince the community that the charges 

are supposed to cover costs like water and electricity. It is dependent of the community’s 

participation, otherwise NSDF would not build. 
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Toilet facility fees and financing 

Sulabh has introduced a pass system in the slum areas and charges 20 rupees per family each month. 

The fees are supposed to cover the expenses of the maintenance, but by looking at the blocks 

individually they do not cover it. But by looking at all facilities in Maharashtra, the fees are covering 

for the expenses for the maintenance. Sulabh strongly believe people should pay to visit the toilet, 

because when the government builds toilets for communities, no one takes the responsibility for the 

maintenance. 

SA is building individual toilets for slum residents in Pune. Regarding the finance, the families are 

paying 30 per cent of the total cost, as a onetime payment. The total cost for building one toilet is 

15000 rupees, and the money is coming from donations to the organisation. The municipality is not 

contributing with money. 

For community toilets built by NSDF, every person in the community over the age of 18 pays 100 

rupees in the start that goes into a fund. This capital is supposed to cover future costs like broken 

doors etc. Each block is planned for 200 families. The families then pay 20-25 rupees for a monthly 

pass. This money goes to the caretaker and it is supposed to cover the electric bill, water supply and 

cleaning powder etc. 

During the interviews with slum residents, four different kinds of payment methods were identified; 

 Twelve women pay a charge per use, 1-2 rupees per time 

 Eight women have monthly passes and pay 10-60 rupees per family, three women said 

that it was only for the ladies 

 Eight women only pay for cleaning 

 Five women use a toilet that is free of charge 

One woman who pays 30 rupees for a monthly pass for her whole family thinks it is a reasonable 

price and prefers a monthly pass instead of paying two rupees for every use so she can go as often as 

she wants. A woman in another area, who only pays for cleaning, said: “A monthly pass would not 

work since everybody is very individualistic in this neighbourhood.” 

The interviewees in slum areas where asked what the largest amount they could pay to use a toilet 

facility was. The answers were spread between one and five rupees for each visit, or monthly passes 

between 50 and 100 rupees per family, see Figure 29. 
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Appendix I 
Complementary information from the visit at the biogas facility located in Shirdi can be found in this 

appendix. 

The visited biogas plant was built in 2001 and has three digesters which are 18 feet deep. Each 

digester had a capacity of producing 35 cum biogas per day which multiplied with three gives 105 

cum per day. The produced biogas is used as power for the generators, lighting five lamps and for 

cooking food to the employees. In the figures below, the biogas digester, cooking place, water tanks 

and generators can be viewed. 

One mechanic is on the site around the clock. The facility has 35 employees and 25 of them are 

working with cleaning, collecting fees and handling visitors’ bags that they can store there while 

going to the temple. Ten people are working with maintenance, one is a plumber, one a gardener, 

one is an electrician and five people are working with different kind of jobs around the biogas 

digesters. On the roof, two rooms are available for the staff, and all employees are from Shirdi. The 

cost for building the facility was 50 crore. 

  

  

Problems are described as very few, but some problems with clogging are described. Mostly it is 

because of paper and hair gets stuck in the pipes. Sometime the biogas pipes starts to leak, which is 

detected by the smell. 

Water is used to flush the toilets, a pipe system transports the water and excreta to a chamber, and 

from there it is transported to the digesters. After the water and excreta have passed through the 

digesters, the water is cleaned through a number of different tanks. First, a pump driven by 

electricity is used to transport the water to the settling tank, after that it goes to the aeration tank, 
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and through a sand filter, carbon filter and last an UV radiation. Unfortunately the water still has 

bacteria after the last step so the water can only be used for the garden and cleaning clothes. 

The gas goes from the three digesters through a pipeline, and can directly be used for cooking or 

heating. The gas is also used together with diesel, as power for the three generators on the facility. 

To start the generators diesel are used, and after that a mix with 40 per cent biogas and 60 per cent 

diesel is used. The generators provide the facility with energy for three to five hours a day, and after 

that electricity from an ordinary supplier is used. 

Shirdi has a problem with providing water to all the residents in the city; a natural tank is filled with 

water from tankers every day. And from there a pipeline is transporting the water to the residents. 

The water used in the facility is provided through these pipelines and they have a 1000 litre tank on 

the roof and a 1000 litre tank on the ground. 

The facility consists of six blocks, with one female and one male block on each of the three floors. For 

visitors that use the toilet facility the cost is one rupee for using the toilets and two rupees for using 

the showers. 

  

  

 


